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Abstract
Early detection and intervention of oral premalignant lesions (OPLs) are at the forefront of
clinical endeavors for oral cancer control. Quantitative cytology (QC) and loss of heterozygosity
(LOH) have shown to be promising prognostic biomarkers for identifying high-risk OPLs. The
objectives of this thesis are to optimize the screening utility of the QC algorithm by assessing
nuclear morphology and explore if QC or LOH may serve as predictive biomarkers in treatment
management of OPLs.

In this thesis, we first used 169 brushing samples from 156 patients to examine the comparability
between the MoticEasyScan and ClearCyte and 105 samples from 100 patients to construct a
morphometric-based QC-model for screening. Random Forest Models and Receiver Operating
Characteristic curves were used to determine the cut-offs to identify abnormalities at cellular and
case levels. To evaluate LOH and QC as biomarkers for predicting topical treatment response, a
set of 28 OPLs from 28 patients were included for analysis. The Fisher’s exact test was used to
assess the predictive value of LOH and QC.

The results from the MoticEasyScan system are comparable to those from the ClearCyte for QC
analysis. We have identified problems in the previous system with staining batch variations and
normalization and both have significant impacts on photometric features used for previous
software development. To overcome these problems, we developed a new QC model using
morphometric only features. To develop a screening test, using 94 morphometric features with
65.7% of abnormal votes for abnormal cells and 2.7% abnormal cells for abnormal cases, the
new model (RF94) yielded a 100% sensitivity in the Test set. To triage OPLs for treatment, the
iii

model (mRF10), using 10 morphometric features with 67.3% of abnormal votes for abnormal
cells and 6.7% abnormal cells for abnormal cases, yielded in 87.5% specificity in the Test set.
Using mRF10 model, no significant differences in proportions of the persistent and resolved
groups in QC or LOH were identified at the pre-treatment timepoints. LOH may not be sensitive
predictive markers for topical treatment of OPLs.

In conclusion, QC models using morphometric-based features can potentially be a useful
screening test.
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Lay Summary
Despite the accumulative efforts invested over five decades, oral cancer (OC) still remains as a
significant and unresolved healthcare dilemma with its frighteningly high morbidity and
mortality. Currently, the ability to discern the risk of malignancy is distinctly prioritized. While
biopsy remains to be the gold standard for risk assessment, the utility of a non-invasive brushing
technique that collects cells from at-risk sites to help triage patients has recently emerged into the
spotlight, especially for cases where the location for biopsy and justification for repeated
biopsies are challenging. The goals of this pilot study are two-fold: First, to optimize cellular
analyses for OC screening through the latest machine-learning approach; secondly, to address a
highly deprived topic of treatment management of OPLs by investigating the applicability of
molecular markers and computer-based cellular algorithms. We hope to provide insight to a noninvasive screening tool and the potential application in guiding treatment management.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Oral Cancer

Oral cancer, mainly oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC), is notoriously known worldwide as a
deadly disease with 5-year survival rates ranging from 30% to 55%.1-3 Each year, OSCC
accounts for 378,000 new cases and 178,000 deaths worldwide.4 Irrespective of the efforts
devoted to address the high mortality and morbidity associated with OSCC, it is important to
emphasize that our ability to delineate the clinical manifestation of OSCC remains relatively
stagnant;5, 6 this is reflected through the fact that the prognosis of OSCC has not meaningfully
improved in the past five decades.5, 6 The main challenges impeding the improvement of clinical
outcomes associated with OSCC are represented by the requirement of continual screening of
asymptomatic oral lesions followed by the reliance upon invasive, histological assessment of
tissue biopsies, both of which make early diagnosis and early intervention extremely timeconsuming and difficult.7, 8 Therefore, it is no surprise that diagnoses of clinically suspected oral
lesions are frequently representative of late stage OSCC, and even successful clinical resolution
of OSCC is not without considerable complications from treatments and tremendous sacrifices to
quality of life.7, 9 With the global incidence of OSCC expected to rise in the next 15-years, a
major strategic shift in combating against OSCC has recently shifted gears towards secondary
prevention through enhanced screening techniques and effectual management of oral
premalignant lesions (OPLs).10, 11
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1.2
1.2.1

Etiology Of OSCC
Tobacco

The cumulative effects of tobacco usage – regardless of the modality of exposure, i.e. smoking
cigarettes, pipes, or cigars – represents as a leading risk factor in the development of and
progression towards OSCC.12 In fact, compared to non-smokers, the odds ratio (OR) of
individuals that have smoked for 1-29 years is 5.9, which may increase as high as 14.3 when
smoked for 30-39 years.13 Furthermore, a recent systematic review has suggested that second
hand exposure to smoking may also increase the risk of developing OSCC when exposed for
more than 10 or 15 years (OR = 2.07) compared to those who have never been exposed.14 It is
currently postulated that the carcinogenic components of tobacco, such as aromatic amines,
benzopyrenes, and nitrosamines, destabilize the oral cavity’s immune system by inducing
chronic inflammation, causing the formation of DNA adducts, and further promoting the
probability of acquiring additional mutations through the generation of extremely reactive, free
radical molecules.15

1.2.2

Alcohol

Another important risk factor for developing OSCC is the degree of alcohol consumption. Heavy
drinkers (greater than 50g of alcohol/day or 4 drinks/day) are reported to have 5.13-fold higher
risk of developing cancer in the oral cavity and pharynx than non-drinkers and occasional
drinkers.16 While the exact mechanism of alcohol has not been clearly elucidated yet, it is
postulated to have at least three roles in promoting oral carcinogenesis: hyposalivation,
potentiating genotoxicity of carcinogens, and inducing the formation of DNA adducts.17-22
Firstly, salivary flow, especially in cases of chronic alcohol consumption, is disrupted, thereby
2

preventing moisturization of the oral mucosal surface;17 this consequently prolongs the damaging
effects of carcinogens to the oral mucosa.17 Secondly, it is believed that alcohol may further
perpetuate the damaging effects of other carcinogens, such as those released from tobacco, by
acting as a solvent to facilitate and enhance the penetrative potential of carcinogens or by
compromising the protective barrier of the epithelium.18-20 Finally, acetaldehyde – a mutagenic
and carcinogenic metabolite of alcohol – may induce genetic mutations through the formation of
DNA adducts.21, 22 It is important to note that these three potential mechanisms, which highlight
the local effects of alcohol consumption, may be further potentiated when jointly practiced with
other known risk factors of progression.17, 18, 23

Indeed, most studies suggest that the compounded effects from consumption of alcohol with
other substances, i.e. from smoking, markedly increases the risk of oral cancer development.24 In
fact, a prospective study suggested a 46.87-fold higher risk of developing oral cancer in habitual
users of alcohol, betel quid chewing, and tobacco compared to non-habitual users.23 Furthermore,
such habitual usage of alcohol and tobacco have also been suggested to increase the risk of
developing a second primary cancer, compared to non-smokers and former smokers, following
the first oral cavity and pharyngeal cancers, such as esophagus, oral, and lung cancer.25 Despite
the difficulty in unraveling the precise impact of each, independent, potential risk factor due to
many practices being mutually inclusive, there is sufficient and convincing evidence that alcohol
drives normal mucosa towards malignancy, especially since 19% of cases are suggested to be
attributed to heavy alcohol consumption alone.26
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1.2.3

Betel quid

Betel quid (BQ) – which mainly comprises of areca nut, betel leaf, and slaked lime – is often
desired for its ability to induce alertness, heightened focused, and euphoria in certain
geographical regions, like nations in South Asia and South East Asia.27, 28 It is a well-established
risk factor for the development of OPLs and OSCC.28 In fact, the dangers of BQ have been
announced worldwide by the International Agency for Research on Cancer that it is a verified
carcinogen (Group 1) in the development of OPLs and oral cancer.28-30 Indeed, the estimated OR
for developing oral cancer was elevated in BQ chewers (OR = 8.5) compared to non-users,
which further increased to 123-fold for individuals who also regularly partook in tobacco
smoking and alcohol consumption.31 This is important to note because in Taiwan, for example,
86% and 76% of BQ chewers have been reported to also be smokers and alcohol drinkers,
respectively, which suggests BQ chewing, in concert with smoking and drinking, is a common
practice.32

While the carcinogenic effects of BQ are mainly believed to be attributed to areca nuts, the
underlying mechanisms that drive oral carcinogenesis are still unclear.28 It is currently postulated
that areca nuts have diverse carcinogenic effects in the oral cavity, which may include inducing
inflammation and DNA damage through the generation of reactive oxygen species and inhibiting
the expression of tumour suppressors, such as checkpoint suppressor-1 – a protein involved in
cell division inhibition upon detecting DNA damage.33-35

4

1.2.4

Human papillomavirus

Over the last decade, an abundance of literature have suggested the etiological role of human
papillomavirus (HPV) in the onset of a subset of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
(HNSCC), such as oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC);36 yet its role in OSCC
development still remains ambiguous since 1983, when the first reported association with OSCC
was announced.36, 37 The postulated carcinogenic role of HPV in OSCC relies upon the following
three observations:38 the clear, carcinogenic role of high-risk HPV in cervical cancer;38, 39 the
necessity to target the basal epithelium to mount an infection;38, 40 and the histological similarity
of the oral mucosal epithelium to that of the vaginal mucosal epithelium.38, 41 Provided that there
is much resemblance in the interactions of HPV with the two types of epithelium, it is reasonable
to suspect that HPV may be associated with risk of OSCC.

The papillomavirus family (Papillomaviridae) is a highly diverse group of non-enveloped
double-stranded DNA virus, consisting of 202 variants, that are further stratified into varying
risk categories based on their potential to induce malignancy.36 The high-risk HPV variants are
represented by HPV16 and HPV18, with HPV16 being the most prevalent variant in OSCC.42
The oncogenic role of HPV may be explained through the E-proteins that are encoded at the
open reading frame within the viral genome.43 With regards to the potential for progression to
OSCC, the E regions, E6 and E7, which together promote host-DNA replication for HPV DNA
amplification, have been characterized to induce genetic instability and mutational events by
interfering with the functionality of tumour protein-53 (p53) and binding of retinoblastoma (Rb)
oncoproteins, respectively.44-46 It is important to note, however, that whether HPV should be
regarded as a risk factor for OSCC is currently controversial.36 While studies that suggest a
5

strong association with OSCC and high-risk OPLs exist, the small proportion of cases (5.9%)
that do express viral E6/E7 also make it difficult to justify the carcinogenic activity of HPV in
promoting OSCC.47-49 Therefore, further research is required to better understand the
carcinogenic role that HPV may have in the onset of OSCC development.

1.2.5

Other risk factors

1.2.5.1

Genetic predisposition

It is important to note that the onset of OSCC development may not be wholly reliant upon one’s
exposure to known risk factors.50 An unfortunate reality associated with cancer is the fact that
one’s intrinsic susceptibility to carcinogens – related to one’s genetic composition – may play a
significant role in the development of cancer, including OSCC.50 This is evident by the fact that
only a proportion of exposed individuals to established risk factors, such as alcohol and/or
tobacco, develop OSCC.51 Coupled with the possibility of developing OSCC in the absence of
established risk factors, the potential existence of genetic susceptibility for OSCC has been
suggested, especially for those younger aged patients.52, 53 For example, it has been suggested
that young patients (median age, 31 years) with fanconi anemia – which is a rare autosomal
recessive disorder that is responsible for high degrees of genomic instability – experience a
higher incidence of tongue carcinoma than in a normal population.53 Therefore, numerous studies
have suggested that exploring genetic susceptibility may serve as a tool that can be used in
combination with clinical and pathological reports to determine and predict risk of developing
OSCC.54
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1.2.5.2

Aging

Aging is an inevitable, progressive impairment of physiological functionality that summarizes
the duration and extent of cancer risk from accumulative exposure to risk factors and/or
mutational load.55 This is an important consideration because as billions of cell-divisions take
place throughout one’s lifetime, there will always be the risk of naturally accumulating new,
mutational events that may be further perpetuated with time.55 This may explain why the
incidence of OSCC begins to undergo drastic increases upon aging to 40-49 years and peaks in
elderly populations at 70-79 years.56 It is important to note, however, that the exact mechanisms
by which aging may contribute to developing cancer are still debated.57, 58

1.3

Definition Of Oral Premalignant Lesions (OPLs)

An OPL defines any histologic and/or clinical lesion that have malignant potential.10 As such,
OPLs may encompass a diverse group of oral lesions.10 Current appreciation of OPLs in oral
cancer screening is underlined by the support of numerous studies, which have collectively
suggested that the presence of clinically suspected lesions – that have likely already acquired the
fundamental genetic aberrations necessary to progress towards malignancy – frequently lead up
to the eventual development of OSCC.59, 60 Therefore, the presence of OPLs is concerning
because it is indicative of an increased risk of progressing towards OSCC.10, 59 Yet, the clinical
dilemma arises from the fact that only a small proportion of OPLs (3.5%) are destined for
malignancy.61 Therefore, a means of objectively identifying high-risk OPLs is necessary to better
delineate effective and efficient decision-to-treatment management plans for patients presenting
with OPLs.
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The accessibility of the oral cavity, which is readily within easy reach, should in practice
translate to ease of identifying OPLs. Yet, such assumed ease of discovering OPLs, especially
those at high-risk of progressing, is realistically unnoticed and much more complicated than
expected because the enhanced accessibility of the oral cavity comes with the trade-off of
increased susceptibility to inflammation, infection, and trauma – all of which may mimic the
clinical characteristics of OPLs.62-64 Thus, even with vast clinical experience and training, the
identification of OPLs still presents as a challenging task.

The following section outlines the importance of clinical features of OPLs and their role in
determining the risk of malignant transformation.

1.4

Clinical Presentation Of OPLs

Clinicians take into consideration three visual properties (clinical appearance, anatomical site,
lesion size) of lesions to help gauge the risk of progression.65

1.4.1
1.4.1.1

Clinical appearance: colour and texture
Colour: white or red lesions

Leukoplakia, which means “white patch” (leuko-white, plakia-patch), is defined by the World
Health Organization (WHO) as “a predominantly white lesion of the oral mucosa that cannot be
characterized as any other defined lesion,” such as frictional keratosis, lichen planus, and white
sponge nevus – all of which are also characteristic of white lesions.65, 66 In many cases, a biopsy
is required to exclude such lesions with no malignant potential.65 Leukoplakia is often associated
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with tobacco smoking habits, and while white is frequently used to describe such lesion, it is
important to note that they may manifest with a yellowish tone as well.67, 68

Erythroplakia, which means “red patch,” are uniformly red clinical lesions that exhibit extreme
propensity for malignancy.69 These pure red lesions often have a well-defined margin that mainly
have a smooth (with irregular granular or nodular also being possible) texture.69 While
erythroplakia – which typically situate at the soft palate, buccal mucosa, and floor of the mouth –
rarely occur compared to leukoplakia, they are deemed to have the greatest risk of progressing to
OSCC.69, 70 Such high risk is attributed to the fact that histological assessment of erythroplakia
reveals over 90% are high-risk OPLs or already carcinoma [severe dysplasia or carcinoma in situ
(CIS) (40%) and invasive carcinoma (51%)].71 Therefore, it is recommended that erythroplakia
be surgically removed upon discovery.69, 71 Consequently, erythroleukoplakia is a lesion present
with both red and white colours.69 It is commonly known that the risk of such lesion is between
that of leukoplakia and erythroplakia.65, 69

Leukoplakia, erythroplakia, and erythroleukoplakia, which are indicative of OPLs, are usually
determined by excluding commonly suspected reactive factors, like trauma, infection, or
inflammation;72 however, other considerations, such as risk-associated habits and histological
evaluation of biopsy tissue, are often collectively factored in to establish a definitive diagnosis,
especially when certainty is lacking using clinical appearance alone.72
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1.4.1.2

Surface texture

Another set of descriptors used to describe the clinical appearance of OPL is its surface texture.
Homogenous describe lesions with a consistent texture (i.e., uniformly flat and relatively
smooth), but minor superficial irregularities such as wrinkled surfaces are allowed.65 On the
other hand, non-homogenous describe lesions with irregular texture (i.e., verrucous or nodular
topography).65 A lesion with varying colours, which may clinically appear as being a mixture of
red and white, is also regarded as being non-homogenous.65 It has been suggested that nonhomogenous lesions exhibit 7-fold higher risk of progressing to oral malignancy than
homogenous lesions.73

1.4.2

Anatomical site

Another important clinical consideration when seeking to gauge the propensity for OSCC relies
upon understanding that the anatomical site in which OPLs are located have significant roles in
determining decision-to-treatment management plans.74, 75 For instance, the floor of the mouth
and tongue – which have been reported to have the highest incidence of epithelial alterations of
42.9% and 24.2%, respectively, in a cross-sectional study of 3,256 leukoplakias in the United
States – are regarded to have the greatest likelihood of progressing to oral cancer.74, 75 The
higher rates of progression at these anatomical sites may be explained by the pooling of saliva at
these regions, which may consequently sustain and overexpose carcinogens to the oral mucosa.76
The soft palate complex, which involves the soft palate proper, lingual aspect of the retromolar
trigone, and anterior tonsillar pillars, is also regarded as a moderate to high-risk site, as
evidenced by the markedly high incidence of OSCC (31%) at this region.77 Collectively, these
studies attribute OPLs situated at the floor of mouth, tongue, and soft palate complex to most
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OSCC occurrences.77 In accordance with the respective risks associated with different
anatomical sites, it is apparent that different, well-established risk factors also have a role in
driving the formation of OPLs at these areas.75, 78-80

Depending upon the type of risk exposure, OPLs may be more prevalent at certain sites. For
instance, BQ chewers are more likely to develop OPLs situated in the buccal mucosa while
smokers and alcohol consumers are more likely to develop OPLs situated at the tongue and floor
of mouth.78, 81 It is also postulated that the higher incidence of lesions situated at the soft palate in
smokers occurs from the localization of tobacco smoke at this area.79, 80

1.4.3

Lesion size

A generalized concept associated with size in most systems, whether it is biological, chemical, or
physical, is its dependence upon time. By extension, the assumption when presented with a
specific size of a lesion is that it is reflective of the course of time that the lesion had been
present, whereby larger lesions are generally postulated to represent a greater risk of progressing
to OSCC than that of smaller lesions.82 With this consideration, it is reasonable to suggest that
larger lesions are more likely to have suffered from higher frequency of genetic aberrations from
intrinsic (i.e. mutational) or extrinsic (i.e. carcinogenic substances) factors due to the amount of
time the lesions would have had to acquire them.82 Indeed, lesions greater than or equal to
200mm2 have been suggested to have 5.4-fold higher risk of progressing than lesions smaller
than 200mm2.73 In addition, it has also been suggested that lesions situated over multiple
anatomical sites have significantly greater risk of recurrence post-treatment than lesions covering
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to a single anatomical site (OR = 5.17).83 Therefore, measuring lesion size may serve as one of
several clinical considerations when delineating decision-to-treatment plans.

1.4.3.1

Field cancerization

The concept of field cancerization, which was first introduced by Slaughter et al. in 1953 after
observing lateral tumorigenic spread and detecting epithelial abnormalities (hyperplasia and
hyper-keratinization) in clinically normal-appearing oral mucosa, highlights the crucial need for
awareness and appreciation of how clinical appearance of lesion size may not be truly reflective
of its actual biological risk.84 The concept of field cancerization helps to elucidate how cells that
have acquired key mutations through exposure to similar carcinogenic agents, such as tobacco
and alcohol in the topic of OSCC, may expand in prevalence through clonal expansion to create
a field of cells that are all individually capable of evolving and propagating into a clonal tumour
mass.84 There are numerous studies that support the existence of field cancerization, as
evidenced by the fact that histological aberrations are consistently identifiable in tissues adjacent
to OSCC.85, 86 Furthermore, genomic studies have also suggested that histologically normal
epithelium adjacent to the tumours may share common genetic alterations to that of the
tumour.87, 88 In fact, a single, genetically destabilized field may also give rise to multiple,
clonally-related primary tumours, as evidenced by observing similar patterns of loss of
heterozygosity (LOH) for 3p, 9p, 13q, and/or 17p and tumour protein 53 (TP53) mutations in
second primary tumours that formed within 6-cm of the initial tumour.89 Finally, the concept of
field cancerization has important clinical implications in the discussion of recurrence, as it has
been suggested that recurring lesions may exhibit greater resemblance to the premalignant field’s
molecular status than with the original tumour.88 This suggests that without a complete
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elimination of the clonal tumour mass (including the clinically normal adjacent mucosa), the
persistent field may progress once again towards malignancy, by either clonal expansion or
branching evolution.88 Therefore, the clinical impact of field cancerization must be an important
consideration when treating patients, especially those with multiple or recurring lesions.88

1.4.3.2

Size and multiple anatomical sites

The relationship between size and presence of lesions at multiple sites is highlighted through the
observation that large confluent lesions – which are lesions that extend over more than one
anatomic site – have 6-fold greater risk of progressing to OSCC, compared to those with
multiple, distinct lesions spread across more than one anatomical site.82 This observation may be
attributed to the difference in size, as described in Section 1.4.3 Lesion size.82 Unfortunately,
this study did not report the measurements of the investigated lesions – a common occurrence in
scientific literature.82 In fact, a recent, systematic review has suggested that clinical parameters
of lesion size and a description for the quantity of OPLs if multiple lesions are present is
currently underreported within literature.90 Therefore, to begin investigating questions such as
the effect of the combined lesion size from multiple anatomical sites and its risk of progressing
to OSCC compared to a single lesion of equal size, clinical studies must begin to include
descriptive characteristics of lesions in their results.90

1.5

Visual Tools For Clinical Identification Of OPLs

A significant limitation to visual surveillance of OPLs is highlighted by its questionable
reliability at identifying high-risk lesions, which may sometimes be clinically indistinguishable
from reactive lesions such as those of traumatic, infectious, or inflammatory origin.62-64 It is also
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probable that OPLs may be asymptomatic as well.91 Therefore, to ensure that timely detection
and intervention are not delayed by oversight and/or even avoid unnecessary treatment-related
morbidity, adjunctive techniques are often used to help stratify OPLs into their respective risk
categories.92 The most notable techniques currently utilized in clinical settings involve toluidine
blue (TB) staining and fluorescence visualization (FV).

1.5.1

Toluidine blue (TB) staining of OPLs

TB, otherwise named tolonium chloride, is a vital tissue staining dye that has been used in clinic
to identify mucosal aberrations in the oral cavity.93 The acidophilic and metachromatic nature of
this dye enables staining of DNA – especially more intensely in malignant tissue due to their
abundant nuclear material from aberrant cell cycle – and subsequent visualization of abnormal
tissue, which are characteristic of a dark blue colouration.93 In accordance with this mechanism
of action, the clinical utility of TB is recognized as a sensitive adjunct tool that can facilitate the
identification of high-risk populations (high-grade dysplasia and OSCC).94-96 TB may also serve
as a promising method of visually identifying low-grade (mild/moderate) oral dysplasia that have
high-risk of progression.96 In fact, Zhang et al. observed that OPLs of low-grade dysplasia or no
dysplasia with high molecular risk patterns may be identified with TB.96 Despite the potential
utility of TB in identifying high-risk lesions, a significant limitation of TB staining is the high
false positivity that results from staining ulcerated, traumatic, or inflammatory lesions.94, 97, 98
While in a clinical setting, false positives are less concerning than false negatives, this
shortcoming – which may result in significant waste of time, healthcare resources, and ultimately
financial costs – suggests the need for a better screening test.
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1.5.2

Fluorescence visualization (FV) of OPLs

FV is a qualitative screening technique that ascertains variations to tissue autofluorescence – that
is, a measurement of fluorescence emitted from cellular components upon absorption and
subsequent excitation by light of suitable wavelength.99 A wealth of literature supports that
carcinogenesis-related processes alter the distribution and quantity of structural proteins, which
in-turn affect the detection of fluorophores in the extracellular matrix.99-102 Therefore, the
detection of aberrant tissue autofluorescence has been suggested to serve as a potential means of
aiding in the discovery of clinically suspected and/or undetectable lesions, as demonstrated in
cervix and oral cancers.103-106 The visual detection of dark or black patches in clinically
suspected lesions upon exposure to a blue violet light source – which under normal
circumstances should emit various shades of pale green autofluorescence – is indicative of tissue
abnormality.107 Such loss of tissue autofluorescence is understood to primarily reflect the tissue
remodeling that takes place in OPLs through the breakdown of collagen, which is regarded as a
highly prevalent fluorophore in the extracellular matrix.99, 101, 102, 105

Yet, the utility of FV is controversial. On one hand, with its reported sensitivity and specificity
of 98% and 100%, respectively, the use of FV in oral cancer screening is indeed enticing when
evaluating its performance to discriminate between normal mucosa from high-risk lesions, such
as severe dysplasia/CIS or OSCC.107 In fact, the benefits extend to detecting leukoplakia and
erythroplakia while also guiding surgery for early-stage oral cancer by elucidating the necessary
surgical margin.108, 109 On the other hand, other studies have reported that while FV may
facilitate clearer visualization of OPLs and even has the potential to uncover clinically
undetectable OPLs, it suffers from low specificity due to loss of tissue autofluorescence being
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also observed in inflammatory and benign lesions.110 This may suggest that individual
proficiency and extensive clinical experience – both of which hinders the consistency of this
method – is required to assuredly interpret FV results.110 Another limitation of FV is its inability
to differentiate between dysplastic and non-dysplastic lesions, which may consequently manifest
into frequent overtreatment of patients.109 Thus, the use of FV may not only impose a great
financial burden to patients and the healthcare system, but also potentially increase treatmentrelated morbidity.109 These shortcomings suggest that it is of great importance to identify novel
biomarkers that are specifically associated with high risk of progression towards OSCC.

1.6

Management Of OPLs

The identification of high-risk OPLs ensues two categories of treatment options: surgical and
non-surgical interventions.111 While patient risk factors for malignancy (i.e. age and risk-related
habits) and lesion characteristics (i.e. colour, size, and anatomical site) influence the choice of
treatment, surgical excision is still regarded as the current gold standard in the management of
OPLs.112 Yet, it is important to recognize the consequences of surgical methods, which often
include postoperative complications, such as pain, functional disabilities, and/or even
psychological and emotional trauma.113, 114 In fact, when situated over vital functional structures,
clinicians must often contemplate the practical feasibility of pursuing surgical excision because
the removal of such OPLs may consequently invite substantial treatment-related morbidity to the
extent whereby intervention may no longer be justified.115 To address these shortcomings, nonsurgical approaches that rely upon topical treatment have recently been investigated to master
this potentially revolutionary treatment approach.10 Topical Photodynamic therapy (PDT) and
topical cryotherapy have emerged as promising candidates for alternative treatment approaches.
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1.6.1
1.6.1.1

Photodynamic therapy (PDT)
Concept of PDT

PDT selectively destructs targeted OPLs in a minimally invasive manner through the
combination of photosensitizers, light, and tissue oxygen.116, 117 More specifically, upon
activation by a light source, photosensitizers excite molecular oxygen to generate reactive
oxygen species (ROS) – a cytotoxic agent that rapidly induces cell death and tumour destruction
upon making contact with cellular components.116 This destructive process is accompanied by
the regeneration of the photosensitizer, thereby catalytically perpetuating the existence of ROS at
the oral mucosal target.116 The localized effect of PDT is in principle achieved through the
precise and targeted application of light and photosensitizer to the OPL.114 The PDT treatment
has also demonstrated to mount potent tumour destruction by eliciting a robust immune response
through the recruitment of several key immunomodulatory cells, such as macrophages and
dendritic cells.114, 118-121 In combination with the inflammatory response from the release of
damage-associated molecular patterns, an effective cytotoxic T-cell immune response is
orchestrated to ensure that the localized topical PDT treatment maximizes tumour destruction at
the targeted site.121 Since the ROS produced from activating the photosensitizer have a short
half-life, the cytotoxic effects are deactivated before it can cause further, unnecessary damage to
the tissue environment.116

1.6.1.2

Clinical utility of PDT

PDT has gained worldwide acceptance – amongst both clinicians and patients – as a simple and
sensible therapeutic modality for topically treating OPLs since its approval in 1999.117 In fact,
the excellent cosmetic outcomes make it a desirable option for malignancies of the skin and of
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the head, neck, and oral cavity.116, 117, 122 Topical application of either 5-aminolevulinic acid and
methyl aminolevulinate represents the main photosensitizing agents for the management of OPLs
in the America and Europe, respectively.116

While the effectiveness of PDT is conditional, its clinical utility provides a means of improving
current decision-to-treatment management plans.114 For instance, accounting for the fact that the
penetrative potential of light may only reach certain depths of tissue, PDT is generally regarded
to be only effective against superficial lesions (0.5-1.0 cm).114 While care must be given to
prevent accidental application of photosensitizers and subsequent illumination to adjacent normal
mucosa, typically through the use of physical barriers, the excellent cosmetic outcome of
treatment – in stark comparison to surgical excision – and high response rate (86.2%) against
OPLs yields much promise to place topical PDT on a pedestal that other forms of treatment may
hope to emulate in the future.114, 123

1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Cryotherapy
Concept of cryotherapy

Cryotherapy represents another effective, minimally invasive treatment modality for OPLs.124
The main principle of cryotherapy relies upon the biological understanding that the lethality of
intra- and extracellular ice crystals that form during the process of freezing is best pronounced
through the physical damages that are caused in cells.125, 126 While the exact mechanism of
cryotherapy has not been clearly established, studies have suggested that differing freezing and
thawing rates elicit differential cytotoxic effects from either intra- or extracellular ice crystals – a
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phenomenon that is postulated to be associated with how the phase change of water interacts
differently with the intra- and extracellular compartments at low temperatures.125-128

Numerous studies have suggested rapid freezing of tissue is highly lethal.124, 127 The process of
rapid freezing, which involves exposing cells to temperatures below –50°C, promotes the
formation of lethal intracellular ice crystals, and this consequently induce mechanical shearing of
the cell membrane.126, 129, 130 Such physical disruption of the cell membrane is further potentiated
as the lesion of interest begin to thaw, especially if slowly thawed, because this process generates
larger ice crystals to further destabilize the cell membrane.131-133 Coupled with the fact that tissue
are more sensitive to subsequent cycles of freeze-thaw due to the increased thermal conductivity
of tissue after initial topical cryotherapy, freeze-thaw processes are advised to be repeated to
ensure the best clinical outcome related to OPLs.134, 135

1.6.2.2

Clinical utility of cryotherapy

Cryotherapy has been pursued in the management and treatment of tumours in diverse sites such
as those of the skin, liver, kidney, and oral cavity.136-139 With specific regards to OPLs, it is
generally accepted that the benefits of treatment are most appreciated when treating superficial
lesions due to the limited depth that tissue may freeze.136, 140 In fact, there are several accounts
that support this conditional benefit, which include the observation that clinical responsiveness
(clinically persistence or resolution of OPLs) to topical cryotherapy may be maximized when
targeting smaller lesions that are less than or equal to 1.8 cm2 or when targeting dysplastic
lesions that have histologically been determined to have a thinner keratin layer.141, 142
Furthermore, OPLs situated at the tongue – which are characteristic of a thick keratinized
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stratified squamous epithelium – have been suggested to require higher frequency of topical
cryotherapy to achieve clinical resolution of the lesion.141 When the appropriate conditions are
met, however, topical cryotherapy of OPLs have highly promising advantages, which include
bloodless treatment, nearly no complications related to infections post-topical treatment, and the
lack of scarring even with repeated topical treatment.140-143

1.7
1.7.1

Histopathological Evaluation To Assess Risk Of Progression
Dysplasia

To date, the gold standard of gauging the risk of progression in cases of suspected OPLs is
histological evaluation that detects for the presence and severity of dysplasia.8 Dysplasia is
defined through the detection of eight specific architectural and/or eight cellular changes in the
epithelium:144 The architectural changes include irregular epithelial stratification, loss of polarity
of basal cells, drop-shaped rete ridges, increased number of mitotic figures, abnormal superficial
mitosis, premature keratinization, keratin pearls within rete ridges, and loss of epithelial cell
cohesion;144 the cellular changes include abnormal variations in nuclear size, nuclear shape, cell
size, cell shape, increased nuclear-cytoplasmatic ratio, atypical mitotic figures, increased number
and size of nucleoli, and hyperchromasia.144 Based upon the presence of these qualities,
dysplastic lesions are further stratified into different risk profiles based on the depth of
abnormality, which are described as mild, moderate, and severe forms.8

The varying degrees of dysplastic changes may be understood by dividing the entire thickness of
the epithelium into thirds, whereby mild, moderate, and severe dysplasia describe the presence of
dysplastic cells within the lower third, two-third, and more than two-thirds (but not the entirety
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of the epithelium), respectively.8 CIS describes the presence of dysplastic cells across the
entirety of the epithelium while preserving the basement layer’s structural integrity.8 Finally,
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) represents the stage where dysplastic cells have breached past
the basement epithelial membrane.8

1.7.2

Progression model

It is generally acknowledged that OSCC reflects a gradual progression of dysplastic cells through
increasing depths of the epithelium until it finally breaches the basement epithelial membrane,
upon which it is ready to mount an aggressive invasion of the underlying stroma.8 Indeed, the
likelihood of progression has been suggested to be greater than 2-fold increased risk of
progression to OSCC, with transformation rates for mild to moderate dysplasia and severe
dysplasia to CIS being 10.3% and 24.1%, respectively.145 As such, differing courses of action are
mandated to reflect the severity of dysplasia, whereby the diagnosis of severe dysplasia and CIS
requires prompt intervention whereas mild to moderate dysplasia follows the use of adjunct
devices to determine appropriate future management plans.8 The truth is, however, that the
increasing severity of dysplasia may not always be representative of a continual, progressive
development towards OSCC.146

1.7.3

Limitations of histological assessment

A major criticism associated with the reliance upon histologic assessment of dysplasia is that the
grading of varying degrees of dysplastic severity is open to diverse possibilities of
interpretation.147 In fact, it has been demonstrated through six board-certified oral pathologists
that the inter-examiner agreement was 50.5% when presented with various oral dysplastic
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severities (40 mild dysplasia, 41 moderate dysplasia, 19 severe dysplasia).147 Shockingly, the
intra-examiner agreement when presented with the same case at a second occasion was only
50.8%, and oral lesions were misclassified as being non-dysplastic 18.6% of the time when
presented a second time.147 Furthermore, subgroup analysis by dysplasia grade in a systematic
review suggested no significant differences in time to malignancy.145 It is noteworthy, however,
that when comparing the risk of progression between lesions with and without dysplasia, those
with dysplasia more often progress to OSCC.148 This is exemplified in a study that compared
leukoplakia with and without dysplasia, whereby the chance of undergoing progression within
8.1 years was 36.4% (8/22) and 15.7% (37/235) for lesions with and without dysplasia,
respectively.148 While the presence of dysplasia may be suggestive of higher risk of progression,
another way to interpret the results of this study is that dysplasia cannot be used to reliably
predict the risk of progression to OSCC since non-dysplastic lesions may still progress towards
malignancy.148 The current lack of biomarkers underpinning oral carcinogenesis highlights the
importance of prognostic accuracy to improve patient management and treatment outcomes; this
calls forth the necessity to identify novel biomarkers that are specifically associated with high
risk of progression.

1.8
1.8.1

Biomarkers Of OPLs
Definition of biomarkers

The term “biomarker” or “biological marker” is often used to describe a quantifiable response
that is indicative of an interaction with and/or presence of a potential hazard.149 In other words,
any quantifiable indication of abnormality, which may be detected through pulse or blood
pressure as examples, may be regarded as a biomarker.150 Thus, the discovery of biomarkers may
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help better delineate decision-to-treatment management plans, especially for clinically
challenging and/or ambiguous cases of OPLs.150 However, it is important to note that biomarkers
must undergo scrutinous processes of validation before its applicability in clinical practices;150
within the context of cancer screening research, this means objective quantifiability and
reproducibility of results are absolutely imperative to validify that the measured outcome is truly
reflective of risk of progression to OSCC.150 Additionally, a biomarker may also be indicative of
obtaining benefits of treatment, such as the prediction of topical treatment efficacy of topical
PDT or cryotherapy to OPLs.150 Overall, validation represents a key step that ensures the
calculated harms and benefits to patients are minimized and maximized, respectively.150

1.8.2

Types of biomarkers

A diagnostic biomarker identifies a specific disease.151 With the advent of advanced genomic
technologies, an era of precision medicine that uses diagnostic biomarkers may further delineate
the expanding subset of cancer type classifications, as already suggested with breast and ovarian
cancer as examples.151-153 Upon identifying the presence of a disease, the next step is to
determine an effective treatment management plan.

A predictive biomarker quantifies the likelihood of achieving treatment efficacy, which may be
in the form of gauging clinical responsiveness (clinically persistent or resolved lesions) in the
discussion of OPL treatment management.151 A prominent example of the use of predictive
biomarker lies within recent development of cluster differentiation 19 (CD19) chimeric antigen
receptor-modified T (CAR-T) cells and its utility against B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(B-ALL).154 Here, the detection of CD19 plays a key role as a predictive biomarker because its
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quantification is indicative of extremely high response rate (90% success in treatment) to CD19
CAR-T cell treatment in cases of B-ALL.154, 155 The goal is to utilize predictive biomarkers for
treatment management of OPLs. Yet, a current, unmet clinical need that has recently emerged as
low- and high-risk OPLs are better identified, is the management or prediction of response to
non-surgical procedures, such the use of topical PDT and/or cryotherapy, for OPLs.

A prognostic biomarker quantifies the likelihood of observing a clinical event later in time,
whether it be disease recurrence, progression, or survival.151 A widely known prognostic
biomarker for oral cancer is loss of heterozygosity (LOH), which has been validated as
molecular risk (MR) predictors of progression.156, 157 The main difference between a predictive
and prognostic biomarker is by the presence or absence of treatment, respectively.151 If the intent
is to gauge treatment responsiveness, then it is a predictive biomarker;151 if the intent is to
quantify an association with clinical outcome, then it is a prognostic biomarker.151 As many
prognostic biomarkers have been suggested in OPLs, the next step of research requires the
evaluation of existing biomarkers for their potential utility as predictive biomarkers in treatment
management of OPLs.

1.8.3
1.8.3.1

Sensitivity and specificity consideration for a predictive or prognostic test
Screening (prognostic) test

Screening tests, or prognostic tests, play an irreplaceable role in enabling early intervention of
OPLs and/or OSCC by facilitating the discovery of high-risk, asymptomatic populations that are
either susceptible to or already in the midst of oral carcinogenesis.158 Such tests are developed by
utilizing the results of gold-standard tests, which is histologic grading of dysplasia (mild,
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moderate, severe, or CIS) in the case of OPLs, to define clinic outcomes.158 The secondary
prevention benefits of a screening test ensure that rapid triaging may be provided to those who
might already have diseased lesions requiring appropriate and/or urgent attention.158

Four metrics are considered when developing a screening test:158 Sensitivity refers to how well
the test can minimize false-negativity, or in another phrase, recognize and not overlook, a
“diseased” state (or those that have the condition of interest);158, 159 specificity refers to how well
the test can minimize false-positivity, or in another phrase, recognize a “disease-free” state (or
those who do not have the condition of interest);158, 159 positive predictive value is the probability
of truly being “diseased” when tested as “diseased”;158, 159 and negative predictive value is the
probability of truly being “disease-free” when tested as “disease-free”.158, 159 The terminology of
sensitivity and specificity are more relevant to clinicians because it helps gauge the risk profile
of a patient, which ultimately determines treatment management plans.159 Conversely, predictive
values help provide confirmation and/or reassurance to the patient about the presence or lack of
symptoms.159

From the standpoint of developing cancer screening tests, the importance of sensitivity takes
precedence over the importance of specificity because the consequences of overlooking a
disease, and thereby undertreating an individual who is truly in need of intervention, leads to far
greater, devastating clinical outcomes than overtreating an individual that is free of disease.158, 160
Yet, the value of preserving the performance related to specificity still holds relevance because
for a screening test to gain acceptance at the population level, the prevalence of false-positivity
must be minimized to ensure that treatment-related morbidity do not outweigh the benefits of
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early intervention.158, 160, 161 In accordance with these goals of maximizing sensitivity while at the
same time, optimizing for specificity, it has been suggested that already established, highly
sensitive screening tests may benefit from a combinatory approach that follows a triaging
approach.160 For instance, upon identification of a high-risk OPL from screening, a secondary
test that has been maximized for specificity may serve to verify the clinical risk profile of
OPLs.160 Ultimately, the purpose of the test defines the prioritization of sensitivity or specificity,
but regardless of the intent, depending upon the existence of a robust screening test, it must be
emphasized that different clinical and ethical responsibilities are warranted to reflect the risk
profile of patients.160

It is important to understand that the results of a screening test do not equate to those of a
diagnostic test.158 In fact, rather than diagnosing a disease, the purpose of a highly sensitive
screening test is to determine which patients should undergo a confirmation test, i.e., screening
by a specialist with a biopsy, if warranted, that is as specific as possible to either identify the
presence of or rule out the presence of the disease of concern.158

1.8.3.2

A decision-to-management test

The goal of a decision-to-management test is to minimize the number of unnecessary treatments,
as only a small fraction of OPLs develop into OSCC.61, 161 Therefore, unlike a screening test,
which aims to capture all potentially high-risk OPLs by maximizing sensitivity, the aim of a
decision-to-management test should maximize its specificity to ensure that only those who are
truly at high-risk and may benefit from treatment will receive treatment.161
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1.8.4

Oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes

The discovery of two major classes of genes, called oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes
(TSGs), are widely regarded as crucial milestones in the history of cancer research that have
played monumental roles in providing insight to the complex biological basis of tumour cells.162
The analogy of maneuvering a car with a perpetually active accelerator and a broken brake pedal
depicts their respective roles in carcinogenesis, whereby oncogenes – or gain-of-function mutant
variants of proto-oncogenes that normally function as positive regulators of cell growth, division,
and survival – outpace all attempts of regulatory control while the TSGs that have acquired lossof-function mutations can no longer normally function as negative regulators of cell growth.162164

The potential utility of many oncogenes and TSGs have been investigated in OPLs to identify
potential early biomarkers of oral carcinogenesis. The overexpression of genes that are wellestablished as promoters of cellular growth and differentiation, such as transforming growth
factor-α (TGF-α), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), and B cell-specific moloney murine
leukemia virus integration site 1 (Bmi-1) have been suggested to be early biomarkers of oral
carcinogenesis that are quantifiable even in mild dysplasia.165, 166 On the other hand, commonly
reported TSGs that are associated with progression to OSCC involve the p53 and SMAD4, which
have roles in inhibiting cellular growth.167-169 While an abundance of biomarkers has been
suggested for predicting progression to OSCC, the importance of validating these risk predictors
to a larger population group must be emphasized because the heterogenous nature of OSCC
necessitates extremely careful investigation before the opportunity of promoting clinically useful
applications becomes reasonably sound.
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1.8.5

Epigenetics

The assessment of potential prognostic biomarkers has more recently extended to the field of
epigenetics, which appreciates that aberrant gene expression may not necessarily be reflective of
DNA mutations.170 One such promising example that has recently emerged is demonstrated
through the collective suggestion of numerous studies that micro-RNAs (miRNAs) – non-coding
RNA with gene expression regulatory function – are overexpressed in approximately 70% of oral
cancers.171 To name few of the most consistently overexpressed miRNA, these include miRNA21, miRNA-181b, and miRNA-345, all of which are suggested to be associated with progression
to OSCC.172 However, the potential risk of over-interpretating an observed epigenetic aberration
must be recognized, as their expression may also be associated with many environmental stimuli,
such as trauma, infection, or inflammation.173-176 For example, miRNA-21, which has been
suggested to be associated with progression to OSCC, has also recently been suggested to be
upregulated in oral wounds from processes associated with healing.176 Such shortcomings
highlight one of the major continuing challenges for the use of epigenetic biomarkers as
predictors of progression. Therefore, a means of accurately pinpointing high-risk OPLs are
necessary.

Two promising prognostic biomarkers that may overcome current limitations are loss of
heterozygosity (LOH) and quantitative cytology (QC).

1.8.6

Loss of heterozygosity (LOH)

LOH describes a catastrophic molecular event that is characteristic of genomic loss at a specific
chromosome location or entirety of the chromosome, and thereby functional loss in one of two
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parental copies of chromosomes.164, 177 The consequences of LOH are reflective of Knudson’s
two-hit hypothesis, which postulates that two mutational events, that are described as initiation
and promotion steps, are necessary for the manifestation of cancer.178 Therefore, when the
criteria for initiation of carcinogenesis are met, through the existence of genes, such as TSGs,
that have already experienced a mutational event and are consequently being solely expressed by
a remaining, intact allele, only one more loss-of-function mutation of the remaining allele is
required to manifest tumorigenic properties.164, 178 A commonly used method to detect LOH in
tumours is through the comparison of polymorphic chromosomal regions between samples
collected from the clinically suspected abnormal and normal sites of an individual.164, 177 The
utilization of this comparative approach also enables the opportunity to delineate the risks
associated with loss of a gene, and potentially even discover new, candidate TSGs in the
process.164, 179, 180 Such identification of presumptive TSGs have indeed demonstrated to truly
have tumour suppressor properties, as was the case of fragile histidine triad diadenosine
triphosphatase (FHIT) – a gene with crucial roles in prompting apoptosis and maintaining
genome stability.164, 181, 182

1.8.6.1

Microsatellite analysis for LOH

Microsatellite assays – which analyze microsatellite DNA or short tandem repeat sequences –
have demonstrated to serve as a powerful means to detect LOH.164, 183 This is attributed to the
fact that the polymorphic and abundant nature of microsatellite DNA sequences, coupled with its
prevalence throughout the human genome, enables superior detectability of heterozygosity when
compared to restriction fragment length polymorphism and even single nucleotide polymorphism
analysis – a high-resolution genome-wide technology.164, 184, 185 In addition, the requirement of as
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little as 2.5 nanograms of DNA for LOH evaluation is alluring because this potentially enables
multiple chromosome locations/genes to be analyzed even with limited sample availability.186
Taking into account that the main hurdle of performing molecular analysis of OPLs, being the
small lesion size, is compounded with formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedding processes,
microsatellite analysis, which only requires minute quantities of DNA, provides an opportunity
to overcome the conventional limitations associated with effectively utilizing archived tissue
samples.156, 186 These limitations also serve as the rationale for why powerful molecular
technology like microarray assay, which require high concentrations of intact DNA, are not used
in this thesis.187

1.8.6.2

Prognostic value of LOH in OPL progression

The underpinning of LOH as robust, prognostic biomarkers of progression is demonstrated
through the unwavering results of numerous studies that have characterized the molecular risk
(MR) pattern of OPLs.156, 180, 186, 188 The biologic occurrence of LOH is designated as a nonrandom genetic loss by use of a 20% cutoff, whereby greater than 20% of clinical cases must
exhibit LOH at a specific chromosomal location to be regarded as carcinogenic-specific LOH.189
The association of LOH in OPLs with risk of progression was first suggested in a hallmark study
by Mao et al. through the observation that LOH at 3p14 and/or 9p21 increased the likelihood of
progressing towards head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC).190 Since this discovery,
further investigation has demonstrated that commonality of LOH status between OSCC and
dysplastic lesions (even hyperplasia) exist.188
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The first LOH progression model for oral carcinogenesis depicts the progressive inclinations
towards malignancy into three distinct phases of LOH accumulation. First, LOH at 9p, 3p, and
17p accelerates the acquisition of dysplastic characteristics.87 From a dysplastic tissue
architecture, additional acquisition of LOH at 11q, 13q, and 14q are thought to collectively
propel dysplastic lesions to CIS.87 Finally, the manifestation of LOH at 4q, 5p, and 8 is
postulated to represent the end stage of oral carcinogenesis before the clinical onset of invasive
carcinoma.87 The overall, stepwise acquisition patterns observed from normal to invasive
carcinoma were defined on the basis that LOH accumulation at the distinct phases of normal,
dysplasia, CIS, and invasive carcinoma tend to plateau in prevalence.87 Ever since this initial
proposal, studies have attempted to delineate MR patterns into differing degrees of severity for
progression using LOH, and the results are indeed, promising.

Investigation to quantify the risk of progression using LOH has identified the presence of LOH
at 3p and/or 9p in all (97%) cases of OPLs destined to progress towards malignancy.188 In fact, it
has been suggested that in situations where 3p and/or 9p were the only LOH of interest, a 24-fold
increase in risk of progression would be observed when compared against to lesions with
retention of either of these two chromosome locations;188 furthermore, additional LOH at any of
the following chromosome locations of 4q, 8p, 11q, 13q, and 17p resulted in a cumulative 33fold increase in relative risk for progression.188 It is important to note, however, that the risk of
progression is only 3.8-fold for OPLs with LOH at only 3p and/or 9p.188 Therefore, coupled with
the fact that non-progressing OPLs may also exhibit LOH at 3p and/or 9p, it has been concluded
that the requirement of additional markers may be necessary to better gauge the risk of
progression in OPLs.188
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The validation of LOH as prognostic biomarkers of progression has demonstrated that low- and
high-risk OPLs may be distinguished through the absence of LOH at 3p and 9p or the presence
of LOH at 3p and/or 9p, respectively.156 With a 22.6-fold increased risk of progression in high
MR (LOH at 3p and/or 9p) OPLs when compared to low MR (retention of 3p and 9p) OPLs, the
results provide confidence that LOH may serve as a prognostic biomarker of progression.156
Furthermore, the use of 4q and 17p, in conjunction with 9p, were also validated to further stratify
risk of progression, whereby lesions of low- (retention of 9p), intermediate- (LOH at 9p or LOH
at 9p with LOH at 17p and/or 4q, but not both), and high-MR (9p, 4q, 17p LOH) patterns
exhibited 3.1%, 16.3%, and 63.1% chance of progressing within 5-years, respectively.156 More
specifically, intermediate- and high-MR patterns demonstrated a 11.6- and 52.1-fold increased
risk of progression, respectively, than the low-MR group.156 The validation of LOH serves as a
crucial turning-point in addressing the clinical dilemma associated with undertreating or
overtreating OPLs because the detection of LOH at specific chromosome locations may guide
the identification of those in need of urgent intervention and management, thereby minimizing
patient morbidity and maximizing cost-efficiency.156 In contrast to molecular studies, such as the
detection of LOH, another promising means of identifying abnormality is through the assessment
of quantitative cytology – a means of objectively calculating nuclear phenotypes.

1.8.7

Aneuploidy

The detection of aneuploidy, which describes abnormal cellular karyotype that deviates from
containing exact integers of haploids, has consistently been reviewed as part of quantitative
cytological examinations because it represents a rapid means of identifying an unfaithful cell
cycle.191
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To ensure proper, error-free activity of DNA replication, several checkpoints exist throughout
the four sequential phases of the cell cycle: gap 1 (G1) phase, synthesis (S) phase, gap 2 (G2)
phase, mitosis (M) phase.192 As a general overview, the G1 phase, which represents the
preparatory phase before DNA replication, is followed by the S phase, where newly synthesized
DNA may be found as a result of DNA replication.192, 193 Following the S phase, cells again,
undergo a preparatory phase, called G2 phase, for the subsequent M phase, where chromosomal
sets are organized and arranged for cell division.191, 193 Considering that the phases of DNA
replication and segregation are the two defining steps of a faithful cell cycle, several checkpoints
along the cell cycle are positioned to reflect their importance, whereby the times between G1 and
S phase, between G2 and M phase, and within the S and M phases are strictly regulated and
continuously inspected for errors.192

The biological occurrence of aneuploidy may be consequential of a multitude of errors
associated with chromosomal copy numbers, such as molecular accumulation of somatic
mutations (i.e. deletions and duplications) and/or blunders in chromosomal segregation, such as
improper organization of spindle microtubule-kinetochore complexes.191, 194 The functional
consequences of aneuploidy are highlighted through the manifestation of aberrant genotypic and
phenotypic properties, both of which are fundamental to cancer identity.194, 195

Irrespective of how aneuploidy manifests, the survival of cells exhibiting such aberrant
characteristics are contingent upon whether cell cycle checkpoints processes, such as p53mediated arrest of replication or apoptosis upon detection of defective DNA structures and/or
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chromosomal mis-segregation, occurs.196, 197 Such robust mechanisms attributed to these
checkpoints, however, have demonstrated to fail and consequently allow a genetically
destabilized population of cells to overrule the existing normal population if there is complete
loss of or mutation in the genes associated with cell cycle checkpoint regulation.198-200 Taking
into account that aneuploidy is not only detectable in approximately 90% of solid tumours, but
also leads up to aberrant cellular morphology, the feasibility of using non-invasive sampling
techniques like oral brushings to collect and quantify abnormal cells that have exfoliated off the
oral mucosal surface may be crucial for guiding early detection and intervention of high-risk
OPLs.201-203

1.8.7.1

Assessment of aneuploidy

While DNA ploidy (or the DNA content) of cells may be assessed through various methods,
namely fluorescence in situ hybridization and flow cytometry, indirect quantification by
Feulgen-thionin (FT) staining of cellular nuclei is most commonly pursued for its simplicity and
cheap cost.204, 205 Briefly, this process facilitates targeted detachment of purine bases from
deoxyribose sugars of DNA through acid hydrolysis reactions followed by covalent binding of
thionin with the now, freely exposed aldehyde groups to emit a characteristic blue coloration.205
As, the blue, staining intensity that are characteristic of FT staining is proportional to the
quantity of DNA within a cell, the basic rationale to pursue FT staining of exfoliated cells
collected from oral brushings is that it presents an opportunity to reliably quantify and quickly
detect nuclei characteristic of aneuploidy.204, 205
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1.9

Cytological Examination Of OPLs

A need for an inexpensive system for decision-to-treatment triaging of OPLs is without doubt, as
mild to moderate dysplasia represent the majority of histological abnormalities detected by
invasive biopsy;206 to this end, cytopathological examination of aberrant cellular phenotypes may
be poised to fulfill such role of identifying OPLs at highest risk of progression.204 The ease of
quantifying phenotypic properties of exfoliated cells in cancer research is biologically supported
by the fact that OPLs often exhibit loss of E-cadherin – a cell membrane-associated protein that
unifies architectural tissue structures.207, 208 In fact, a loss of E-cadherin has been suggested to
represent an early, oral carcinogenic event in the eventual progression towards OSCC.207, 208
Such biologic phenomenon associated with the onset of potentially malignant lesions therefore
enables the non-invasive, targeted collection of abnormal (or dysplastic) cells from the
superficial oral mucosa.204 As such, the assessment of phenotypic (visibly detectable aberrations
in DNA content or morphometric nuclear qualities) abnormalities in cells that accompany the
underlying processes of oral carcinogenesis may enable effective triaging of patients.

The Papanicolaou (Pap) smear test, which was pioneered by George Papanicolaou in 1943, is
regarded as the first test in cancer screening that effectively utilized cytological examinations
and is to date, regarded as one of the most successful implementation of cancer screening
tests.209 This technique requires careful, visual examination of exfoliated cells that have been
collected from the superficial epithelia of the cervix and aims to pinpoint cells exhibiting
aberrant cellular morphology.209 Since its introduction, numerous epidemiological studies have
suggested that countries with well-established screening programs, such as Finland, United
States, Denmark, and Iceland, have successfully decreased the incidence of cervical cancer by
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more than 50%.210-213 With this realization, the utility of cytological examination has emerged as
a potentially promising cancer screening tool – including its potential for detecting high-risk
OPLs in the context of oral cancer prevention.

1.9.1

Oral cytopathology

Conventional oral cytopathology, or exfoliative oral cytology, is for all intents and purposes,
identical to the pap smear test, as the overarching objective of both techniques is to visually
inspect exfoliated cells from the superficial epithelia for cellular abnormalities.214, 215 To name a
few, such abnormalities may be defined through the identification of aberrant nuclear size,
appearance, and/or nucleocytoplasmic ratio.215 The risk profiles of OPLs are subsequently
classified into normal or benign, dysplastic, or malignant based upon whether no alterations,
borderline alterations, or at least one detected aberration, respectively, are detected.215 Despite
the biologic feasibility in employing conventional oral cytopathology, a significant concern
associated with this method is the high false negativity, which have been reported to be 31% in a
large, 3-year study comprised of 6,879 patients with clinically visible lesions.216

Despite such shortcomings, the advantages of collecting cells using brushings are multifaceted
and may be conceptualized into three distinct, clinical and research opportunities: First, unlike
archived tissue sections, which inevitably truncate nuclei as tissue sections are sliced, targeted
collection of exfoliated cells using oral brushings allow for 3-dimensional appreciation of cells;
secondly, the ease of sample collection using brushings coupled with the oral cavity being
readily accessible presents an ideal, non-invasive opportunity for oral cancer screening; and
finally, the ability to preserve and transport samples across long distances is not limited since
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they may be transported at room temperature if retained within cell storage solutions. In hopes of
retaining all these benefits of conventional oral cytopathology, efforts have shifted towards a
more objective approach that utilizes computer algorithms to better characterize the risk profiles
of OPLs.

1.9.2

Quantitative cytology (QC)

Quantitative cytology (QC) is a powerful means of objectively calculating the risks of
progression or identifying existing dysplastic and/or malignant lesions by interpreting the nuclear
phenotypic characteristics obtained through image analysis.217 The following sections below
demonstrate the potential utilization of QC in guiding treatment triaging of OPLs.

1.9.2.1

Aneuploidy assessment using QC

As previously mentioned, quantification of DNA using FT staining may offer the benefit of
rapidly detecting aneuploidy by calculating the relative staining intensities of nuclei.204
Numerous studies have acknowledged this potential and have attempted to bring such
conceptualization to life by coupling image-based cytological examination with computer
algorithms. For instance, MacAulay et al. demonstrated using 369 cytological samples that
DNA-image cytometry may reduce unnecessary biopsy of visually suspected lesions, such as
those of traumatic, inflammatory, and/or infectious origin, by more than 85% with the guidance
of a computer algorithm that can accurately identify histologically abnormal (severe dysplasia or
carcinoma in situ and OSCC) and reactive lesions.218 Despite such promising application, it is
important to emphasize that only one Health Canada-approved digital whole slide scanner, called
ClearCyte (Perceptronix Medical Inc.), exists for oral cancer screening.
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1.9.2.2

Morphologic assessment using QC

Cellular and nuclear morphologic alterations have frequently been suggested to hold clinical
relevance in facilitating the identification of high-risk OPLs and/or OSCC based on the results of
comparative studies, which have consistently suggested that morphological differences exist
between dysplastic/OSCC and normal epithelial cells.219 For instance, the mean cellular and
nuclear diameter has been suggested to progressively decrease and increase, respectively, with
increasing disease severity.219 These findings are consistent with other studies, which also
observed similar trends in morphological alterations with increasing disease severity.220

It is important to recognize that risk factors associated with progression, such as tobacco usage,
may further perpetuate the aberrant morphological patterns that are observed with increasing
disease severity. In fact, amongst patients present with mild dysplasia and leukoplakia, smokers
have been reported to have significantly larger mean nuclear area compared to non-smokers.221
Such observation help to reaffirm that the assessment of cellular morphology may delineate
lesions undergoing oral carcinogenesis. The following sections below will demonstrate the
practical feasibility of QC.

1.9.3

Prognostic value of QC in oral cancer screening

As previously mentioned, ClearCyte is the only Health Canada-approved digital whole slide
scanner for the implementation of QC in a clinical setting. This scanner measures the integrated
optical density (IOD), or in other words, the staining intensity of nuclei that have been stained
with FT, and normalizes each cell using the mean IOD of the cell population with greatest count,
or in other words majority cell population, within a sample.204 The resulting DNA index (DI) is
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the ratio of measured nuclear IOD to the mean IOD of the majority population, and ClearCyte
categorizes the scanned epithelial cells according to their nuclear DI into GROUP3 or “diploid”
(0.85 ≤ DI < 1.15), GROUP5 or “hyperdiploid” (1.15 ≤ DI < 1.7), GROUP6 or “tetraploid” (1.7
≤ DI < 2.3), and GROUP7 or “aneuploid” (DI ≥ 2.3) groups.204 The potential clinical utility of
ClearCyte is demonstrated through its ability to detect high-grade oral lesions (severe dysplasia,
CIS, and OSCC) with a sensitivity and specificity of 89% and 97%, respectively, using
ClearCyte’s algorithm, which identifies a clinically abnormal lesion if there are > 4 nuclei in
GROUP7, ≥ 5% cell proportion in GROUP5 group, or ≥ 10% cell proportion in the GROUP6
group.222

Recently, our group developed a new and improved ClearCyte (iClearCyte) algorithm for the
detection of high-grade (severe dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, and OSCC) oral lesions.204 This
algorithm, without a cytopathologist’s review, identified high-grade lesions upon detecting ≥ 2
GROUP7 cells (DI ≥ 2.3) or ≥ 1.7% combined GROUP5 and GROUP6 cell proportion.204 Of the
214 patients examined, the iClearCyte algorithm successfully identified high-grade oral lesions
with sensitivity and specificity of 100% and 86.7%, respectively.204. Such results are hopeful, as
it provides a proof of concept that the review and subsequent interpretation of iClearCyte results
only requires a minimally trained individual.204 Overall, the development of iClearCyte
highlights the potential strengths of integrating QC into oral cancer screening endeavors, for it
may function as a robust non-invasive approach to facilitate early detection and intervention of
OPLs.204 Likewise, similar success in identifying lesions at risk of progression have been
reported in other fields of quantitative cytology, such as morphological characterization of
abnormal cells.
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Promising examples of computer-assisted analysis that identify abnormal cellular morphology
exist for the detection of oral dysplasia or OSCC, such as OralCDx – a computer neural network
system that employs machine-learning algorithms.223 A multicenter double-blind study of 945
patients demonstrated that OralCDx can accurately detect histologically confirmed oral dysplasia
and carcinoma with a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 100% and 92.9%, respectively, for
“positive” (dysplasia or carcinoma) and “atypical” (abnormal but of uncertain diagnostic
significance) lesions.223 Such demonstration of the potential utility of QC, especially when
coupled with machine-learning algorithms, once again supports the rationale for optimizing the
selection of cellular phenotypic characteristics of exfoliated cells for its eventual use as a robust,
non-invasive screening tool.
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CHAPTER 2: PROBLEMS, GUIDING QUESTIONS, HYPOTHESIS, AND
AIMS
2.1

Current Unresolved Problems

This thesis aims to address three unmet needs that currently exist.

2.1.1

Problems with expired production and availability of ClearCyte

Despite the promising, clinical value of iClearCyte, the only Health-Canada-approved system for
oral cancer screening, the company involved in manufacturing ClearCyte, has discontinued both
their hardware and software production and maintenance. MoticEasyScan (MOTIC Microscopes,
Richmond, Canada) represents a promising alternative to ClearCyte. Since its establishment in
1988, the company has become best-known worldwide for their devotion towards developing
whole slide scanning and image management systems. Yet, before the clinical utility of MOTIC
is granted, there is a need to ensure the performance of MOTIC is comparable to that of
ClearCyte.

2.1.2

Problems with the old System: batch staining variation and normalization

The reliability of utilizing DNA content is obscured by the batch staining variation – an inherent
source of variability in stained cytology slides due to inconsistent staining intensities. The
presence of batch staining variation is evident by the fact that variation of staining intensity is
observed within the same batch among slides that have been stained together and batches from
different time periods. While the underlying reason is unclear, this is problematic because the
calculated DNA index (DI) is ultimately dependent upon the staining intensity of the slides. This
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complication is further compounded by a shortcoming of currently used software algorithm,
which regards how normalization is done as the first step of the ClearCyte software package. As
mentioned previously, the cells that represent the majority population of each brushing samples
are set as the reference or used as the internal control to calculate the DI of the remaining
cells.204 While this may mathematically make sense within a healthy individual, for abnormal
lesions, which target brushing samples were collected, the normalization using the majority of
cells can be problematic. In abnormal cases, the majority population is abnormal and cannot
present a “normal diploid” population – the baseline reference to be used to calculate the DI. If
the normalization step regards abnormal cells as diploidy for abnormal samples, the System
would no longer be able to identify the abnormal or cancerous population. As such, this calls
forth the necessity to develop new algorithms that account for batch staining variation and
problems with the normalization.

2.1.3

Lack of predictive biomarkers for management of OPLs

The decision of ways to manage the OPLs requires knowledge and extensive training. There are
currently no biomarkers that can guide the timing of intervention, i.e., too early, or too late, and
types of treatment. While much scientific efforts have been invested towards secondary
prevention through screening and early detection, timing of early effective treatment of high-risk
lesions is the key to success in preventing oral cancer progression. LOH and QC are promising
prognostic biomarkers in the prediction of at-risk oral lesions.156, 204 By extension of such
capability, in this thesis, we will investigate if LOH or QC can be predictive markers for topical
treatment effectiveness of the OPLs.
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2.2

Guiding Questions
1. Is the performance of the MoticEasyScan scanner comparable to that of the ClearCyte
scanner?
2. How can batch staining variation and normalization process impact QC results? If so,
what is the solution?
3. Can LOH or QC predict OPLs that persisted or resolved post-topical treatment?

2.3

Hypothesis

The pilot study’s hypotheses:
The Null Hypothesis: LOH or QC cannot predict the outcome of OPLs treated topically.

The Alternative Hypothesis: LOH or QC can predict the outcome of OPLs treated topically.

2.4

Aims

The aims of this study are:
1. To compare the performance of the MoticEasyScan and the ClearCyte scanners
2. To build a new QC model to overcome batch staining variation and avoid normalization
issues
3. To investigate the following potential predictive markers for the outcomes post-topical
treatment:
3.1. LOH
3.2. QC
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1

Subjects and Sample Collection

A total of 209 patients were included to address the three aims of this thesis. A summary of the
patient and sample breakdown is presented in Figure 3.1. For Aim 1, 169 samples, consisting of
102 control samples [reactive lesions (n = 52, trauma, inflammation, and infection) and normal
samples (n = 50)] from 90 control patients and 67 abnormals [histopathology-confirmed oral
cancer (n = 44) and CIS/severe dysplasia (n = 23)] from 66 study patients were used to compare
the results between the MoticEasyScan and ClearCyte scanners to determine the performance of
the MoticEasyScan System. For Aim 2, 105 samples consisting of 37 control samples [reactive
lesions (n = 19) and normal samples (n = 18)] from 32 control patients and 68 abnormals
[histopathology-confirmed oral cancer (n = 46) and CIS/severe dysplasia (n = 22)] from 68 study
patients were analyzed to develop a new model that overcomes identified problems in the old
System. For Aim 3, 28 study patients with 56 DNA samples (Aim 3.1) and 20 study patients with
40 brushing samples (Aim 3.2) were used to investigate the potential predictive biomarkers of
topical treatments.
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Figure 3.1 Patient summary
This figure summarizes the breakdown of patients and samples that were analyzed for their
respective aims. There were 8 additional control no-treatment patients for Aim 3.2, including
non-progressors (N = 7) and progressors (N = 1) (not shown in figure). Abbreviations: LOH –
Loss of heterozygosity, QC – Quantitative cytology.

3.2
3.2.1

QC Models For Aim 1, Aim 2, and Aim 3.2
Specimen collection

Targeted brushings (15-20 strokes) of the lesion and preservation of cells were conducted
following the previously published method, whereby a curved interdental brush (Innovatek
cytology brush 4201-CB8B, The Stevens Company) was used for the collection of exfoliated
cells from the clinical lesional area;204 the exfoliated cells and the brushes were then
subsequently submerged in vials (1.5 mL) with cell storage solution (800 μL) called Preservcyte
(Hologic Inc., Marlborough, MA, USA) and stored at 4°C for future processing.204
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3.2.2

Specimen preparation and staining for QC

Glass cytology slides for analysis were prepared following the previously published method.204
Briefly, the cytology slides containing the exfoliated cells from the clinical lesional area were
prepared with Cytospin-4 (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and subsequently FT-stained
using the Clear2C staining protocol (Perceptronix Medical Inc.) in batches of 19 tested slides and
1 human promyelocytic leukemia-60 control slide. The FT-staining protocol in detail has been
published previously.224

3.2.3

MoticEasyScan output conversion

The FT-stained slides were then scanned using the MoticEasyScan scanner (MOTIC
Microscopes, Richmond, Canada) in sets of 6 slides, and the scanned objects were automatically
grouped according to the object’s DNA index (DI), which is the DNA amount (or staining
intensity) of the object divided by the mean DNA amount of the cell population that was most
frequently quantified (hereon referred to as majority population). Additionally, the scanned
objects that were not a viable nucleus for analysis, i.e., clusters of nuclei or debris, were
automatically discarded and placed into the “Junk” group following the application of a
segmentation algorithm, which filtered out scanned objects that deviated away from nuclear
shapes.

The MoticEasyScan normalizes cells by using the mean DNA amount of the “Normal” group
(Table 3.1). The MoticEasyScan classification was subsequently converted into four categories
referred to as GROUP3 or “diploid” (0.85 ≤ DI < 1.15), GROUP5 or “hyperdiploid” (1.15 ≤ DI
< 1.7), GROUP6 or “tetraploid” (1.7 ≤ DI < 2.3), and GROUP7 or “aneuploid” (2.3 ≤ DI), and
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normalization was calculated again after reviewing the scanned objects using the GROUP3’s
median DNA amount to create a comparable grouping used in ClearCyte. It is important to note
that the term “hyperdiploid” is not a biological term and is merely an arbitrary term used to
identify cells that have higher DI than diploid cells but lower DI than tetraploid cells.204
“Diploid”, “tetraploid”, and “aneuploid” are also technical terms determined by the System after
normalization.204 The ClearCyte scanners use the majority population’s (GROUP3) mean DNA
amount as an internal control to normalize DI for cells in each sample.204

Table 3.1. Comparison between the MoticEasyScan and the ClearCyte Systems

Categories

ClearCyte vs. MoticEasyScan
ClearCyte
MoticEasyScan

DI cutoff

GROUP3 or “diploid”
(0.85 ≤ DI < 1.15)
GROUP5 or “hyperdiploid”
(1.15 ≤ DI < 1.7)
GROUP6 or “tetraploid”
(1.7 ≤ DI < 2.3)
GROUP7 or “aneuploid”
(2.3 ≤ DI)

GROUP3 or “Normal”
(DI < 1.25)
GROUP5 or “Cycling or
Neoplastic”
(1.25 ≤ DI < 2.5)
GROUP7 or “Neoplastic”
(2.5 ≤ DI)

Normalization

Mean DNA amount of
majority cell population

Mean DNA amount of
majority cell population

Scanning time

25 min/slide

3 min/slide

Support
system

No hardware and software
support

Readily available
hardware and software support
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3.2.4

Scanned object review

The process of reviewing the scanned objects involves examining the “outer tails” of the
GROUP3, and a complete review of each individual scanned objects within the DI cutoffs
defined by the ClearCyte System of GROUPs 5, 6, and 7. More specifically regarding the “outer
tails” of GROUP3, objects that fall within the ranges of 0.85 ≤ DI ≤ 0.925 and 1.075 ≤ DI ≤ 1.15
are thoroughly reviewed because these two ranges represent the 1st and 4th quartiles of
GROUP3. These two ranges have traditionally been reviewed in our group because they most
often contain the minimum and maximum outliers, or junks/debris, within this group. I
thoroughly reviewed the objects and confirmed again using software-assisted outlines of the
scanned object to ensure that the review is at its highest quality. The “Junk” group of randomly
selected 5 slides were reviewed but no viable cells were identified. The time requirement to
review one slide varies depending upon the number of scanned objects that need to be reviewed;
however, a typical review will often take at least 15 minutes for each cytology slide. The
reviewed cells were also confirmed by an experienced cyto-technician. Samples are excluded
from analysis only if they presented with insufficient cell counts (< 400 nuclei), as instructed by
the ClearCyte protocol.204

3.2.5

QC using morphometric features

An in-house, optimized program called HistologyII was used to extract 108 QC features from the
scanned objects (Table 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. List Of 108 QC features
The HistologyII program compiles the individual pixels of the scanned objects to calculate various QC features. Table adapted from
Liu et al.225
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The QC features provide information regarding the nuclear morphology (measuring the size,
shape, and boundary variations of the nucleus), photometric (measuring optical density related to
staining intensity), discrete texture (measuring relative regions of low, medium, and high optical
density to describe their respective size, shape, and spatial distribution), Markovian texture
(measuring optical density variations between adjacent pixels to provide insight to nuclear
homogeneity), non-Markovian texture (measuring the range of local minima and local maxima
optical densities of the scanned nucleus), fractal texture (measuring nuclear topographical
characteristics by transforming the optical density as a three-dimensional bar-graph), and run
length texture (measuring chromatin length by counting consecutive pixels with similar optical
density) (Table 3.2).226 From this list of QC features, it is worthwhile noting that the nonMarkovian texture, or otherwise known as local extreme features, are commonly omitted from
analysis because this set of QC features is dependent upon minimum and maximum pixel values,
thereby making it highly inconsistent. Likewise, 2 Markovian textures called “cl_shade” and
“cl_prominence” have also been demonstrated to be highly inconsistent as a QC feature.227
Therefore, after excluding all photometric features (N = 7), non-Markovian textures (N = 5), and
2 Markovian textures (cl_shade and cl_prominence) from analysis, 94 QC features remained to
adjust the finalized QC algorithm for staining batch variation.

3.2.6

Identification of Training and Test sets

To ensure that only the performance of the RF model was being evaluated, a matched casecontrol study population that controlled for age, sex (male or female), history of tobacco usage
(never- or ever-smokers), and anatomical site [low-risk (gingiva and buccal mucosa) or moderate
to high-risk (soft palate, floor of mouth, and tongue)] between samples of control and abnormal
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diagnosis was identified. The matching process first involved identifying samples of same sex,
history of tobacco usage, and anatomical site between the control and abnormal diagnosis
groups. Samples were then matched for age using 5-year matching criteria (± 5years). Upon
ensuring no statistically significant differences in age, sex, history of tobacco usage, and
anatomical site, the set of matched abnormal samples were compared to the unmatched abnormal
samples to ensure selection bias in sex, history of tobacco usage, and anatomical site was not
present. Finally, the matched subset of samples was randomly divided into a 70:30 ratio for the
Training and Test sets, respectively, while ensuring no statistically significant differences in age,
sex, history of tobacco usage, and anatomical site.

3.3
3.3.1

Loss Of Heterozygosity Assay For Aim 3.1
Specimen preparation for LOH

DNA extraction followed the previously published method.186 In brief, for each FFPE sample,
the epithelial and connective tissue were collected by performing microdissection of four 10 µm
sections, all of which have been stained using 0.2% methyl green (pH 6). Following
microdissection, FFPE tissue were digested in lysis buffer and proteinase K at 56°C for 72 hours
in preparation for subsequent use of QIAamp FFPE DNA Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) to
extract DNA samples. Brushing samples were digested in lysis buffer and proteinase K at 56°C
for 10 minutes in preparation for subsequent use of QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden,
Germany) to extract DNA samples. The concentration and quality of the DNA samples extracted
from FFPE and brushing samples were measured using Nanodrop 2000 (ThermoFisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham,
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MA, USA), respectively, and designated with unique numeric codes without knowledge of
clinical information to ensure blind analysis.

3.3.2

Fluorescence-labelled primers and fluorescence capillary electrophoresis (FCE)

LOH at 9 p21.3, 3 p14.2, 17 p13.1 were investigated, with varying sized CPT2 (1 p32.3) as
controls (Table 3.3). The LOH was assessed by conducting 6 sets of multiplex PCRs: 9 p1748
(104-165) and CPT2 (124); 9 p1751 (174-189) and CPT2 (190); 9 p171 (150-177), IFNA (143155), and CPT2 (169); 3 p1228 (71-90) and CPT2 (89); 3 p1234 (99-126), 3 p1300sh (97-124),
and CPT2 (124); and finally, 17 p786 (136-156), CHRNB1 (139-176), and CPT2 (169) (Table
3.4). Each PCR reaction was coupled with a control primer, carnitine palmitoyltransferase
(CPT2) – which is located at 1 p32.3 – of similar sized base pair (bp) PCR products to reduce
preferential reaction to shorter primers, as instructed in the previously published method.186
CPT2 was selected as a control due to its genomic stability in HNSCC and OSCC.228, 229 The
components of 15 µL PCR reactions are as listed: 7.5µL of QIAGEN PCR master mix
(QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany), 0.2 µM of forward and reverse primers, 10.0 ng of DNA template,
and RNAse-free H20. Therefore, 60.0 ng of DNA per sample were required to complete all 6
sets of multiplex PCRs (Table 3.4). The thermocycling procedure consisted of stepwise order of
initial pre-heating at 95°C (15 minutes), denaturation at 94°C (30 seconds), annealing at 57°C (3
minutes), and extension at 72°C (1 minute);186 after repeating the steps of denaturation,
annealing, and extension for 36 additional cycles, the samples were subjected to a final
elongation at 72°C (30 minutes).186
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Table 3.2. Summary of microsatellite primers
Chromosome
Location

Target
Gene

5'
label*

Primer Sequence
Forward
Reverse

Amplicon
Size (bp)

FAM

CAC CTC AGA
AGT CAG TGA
GT

GTG CTT GAA
ATA CAC CTT
TCC

104-165

HEX

AGC TAA GTG
AAC CTC ATC
TCT GTC T

ACC CTA GCA
CTG ATG GTA
TAG TCT

150-177

9 p1751

FAM

TTG TTG ATT
CTG CCT
TCA AAG TCT
TTT AAC

CGT TAA GTC
CTC TAT TAC
ACA GAG

174-189

IFNA

NED

TGC GCG TTA
AGT TAA TTG
GTT

GTA AGG TGG
AAA CCC CCA
CT

143-155

3 p1228

FAM

TCT TAA CTC
TTT CTC TGT
GAG TTG

TCT AGG AAA
GGG ATT AGG
AAG GA

71-90

3 p1300 sh

FAM

AGC TCA CAT
TCT AGT CAG
CCT

CCA CAT GAC
GTT CCT TTG
TAG T

97-124

HEX

CCT GTG AGA
CAA AGC AAG
AC

GAC ATT AGG
CAC AGG GCT
AA

99-126

HEX

TAC AGG GAT
AGG TAG CCG
AG

GGA TTT GGG
CTC TTT TGT
AA

136-156

FAM

CTC GAG CCC
CCG CAT TCA
AGA A

AAC TTT ACT
ACA GGA GTT
ACA CCC

139-176

9 p1748

9 p171
9 p21.3

3 p14.2

3 p1234

17 p786
17 p13.1
CHRNB1
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NED

GCC CAG CAG
TGA ACC TT

GCA GCC TAT
CCA GTT GTC
AT

89

CPT2 (124)

NED

AAA CCA CAA
TGT CCT GTC
CA

GCA GCC TAT
CCA GTT GTC
AT

124

CPT2 (169)

NED

GAT CAT CTT
GCC TGA GCT
CTA C

GCA GCC TAT
CCA GTT GTC
AT

169

CPT2 (89)

1 p32.3

GGC ATC AAA
CAT
CPT2 (190) NED
190
GTC TTC TAA
GG
*Colours of fluorescence-labeled probes: FAM – Blue; HEX – Green; NED – Yellow
Abbreviations: bp – Base pair; IFNA – Interferon alpha; CHRNB1 – Cholinergic receptor
nicotinic beta 1 subunit; CPT2 – Carnitine palmitoyltransferase 2. Table adapted from Liu et
al.186
GTC CAC GAG
CAC
ACT GAG

Table 3.3. LOH reactions
Primer Mix (Forward and reverse) (bp)
1. 9 p1748 (104-165) + CPT2 (124)
2. 9 p1751 (174-189) + CPT2 (190)
3. 9 p171 (150-177) + IFNA (143-155) + CPT2 (169)
4. 3 p1228 (71-90) + CPT2 (89)
5. 3 p1234 (99-126) + 3 p1300sh (97-124) + CPT2 (124)
6. 17 p786 (136-156) + CHRNB1 (139-176) + CPT2 (169)
The different sets of LOH reactions were determined by chromosome location and bp length.

FCE was performed following the previously published method.186 After diluting 1:20 with
RNAse-free H20, the PCR products were analyzed on a 96-well plate, with each 15 µL mixture
containing 1 µL of diluted PCR product, 13.9 µL of Hi-Di formamide (Applied Biosystems,
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Carlsbad, CA, USA), and 0.1 µL of GeneScan ROX 400HD size standard (Applied Biosystems,
Carlsbad, CA, USA). After the final mixture was denatured at 95°C (3 minutes), it was loaded to
the capillaries, which were pre-loaded with a POP7 polymer (Applied Biosystem, Carlsbad, CA,
USA), of the ABI Prism® 3730 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA).
Electrophoresis was performed (15 minutes) and the signals were captured and analyzed using
the GeneMapper v4.1 (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA) software to interpret relative
fluorescence units (RFU). In situations where the signal intensities were too weak (RFU < 500)
or too strong (RFU > 30,000), the PCR products were diluted at different dilution factors,
ranging from 1:2 and 1:40, prior to mixing with Hi-Di formamide/ROX 400HD and re-analyzed.

3.3.3

Detecting the presence of LOH

A detailed protocol for LOH analysis is published in a recent paper by our group.186 In brief,
LOH is identified by calculating the percentage of peak area reduction in dysplastic samples as
compared to their respective control DNA samples using this formula (Figure 3.2):

Figure 3.3. LOH formula
The letters C and D denote the peak areas of paired control and dysplastic samples, respectively.
The subscripts of 1 and 2 beside the C and D denote the smaller amplicon size allele and the
larger amplicon size allele peak areas, respectively. Figure from Liu et al.186

For FFPE samples, a ≥ 65% difference between the peaks indicated the presence of LOH.186
Since DNA were extracted directly from the epithelium in FFPE samples, LOH cutoffs from
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FFPE samples were used to determine an appropriate cutoff for brushing samples. For brushing
samples, ≥ 35% difference between peaks indicated LOH. In situations where LOH values were
ambiguously close (55% LOH for FFPE and 30% LOH for brushing samples) to the cutoff, they
were labelled as LOH^. If at least two LOH^ for a given chromosome location was identified
from the microsatellite primers, the sample was determined to have LOH.

Normally, the peaks that are assessed follow a pattern, whereby the control peak area is higher
than the diseased peak area. However, sometimes the reverse is observed, whereby the control
peak area is lower than the diseased peak area. Such observation is termed reverse LOH, and in
these situations, the percentage cutoffs for LOH differ: For FFPE and brushing samples, ≥ 50%
and ≥ 30% difference between peaks, respectively, indicated the presence of LOH. In situations
where LOH values were ambiguously close (45% LOH for FFPE and 25% LOH for brushing
samples) to the cutoff, they were labelled as LOH^. If at least two LOH^ for a given
chromosome location was identified, the sample was determined to have LOH.

In addition, when the number of repeats between two alleles is the same, i.e., homozygous, and
thus, only a single peak is identifiable, the control gene, CPT2, was used as a pseudo-peak for
peak area comparison. This process can be used to detect homozygous deletions (HD). For such
cases, a calculated difference of ≥ 50% and ≥ 30% LOH, respectively, for FFPE and brushing
samples was indictive of LOH. In situations where LOH values were ambiguously close (45%
LOH for FFPE and 25% LOH for brushing samples) to the cutoff, they were labelled as LOH^.
If at least two LOH^ for a given chromosomal location were identified, the sample was
determined to have LOH.
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3.4

Statistical Analysis

3.4.1

Performance comparison of two Systems

A total of 169 samples consisting of 102 controls [reactive lesions (n = 52) and normal samples
(n = 50)] and 67 abnormals [histopathology-confirmed oral cancer (n = 44) and CIS/severe
dysplasia (n = 23)] with sufficient cell counts (≥ 400 cells) were identified and used to compare
the screening performance between the MoticEasyScan and ClearCyte scanners. Due to the fact
that both ClearCyte and MoticEasyScan Systems utilize different software packages to extract
the raw nuclear information, define their abnormal groups, and analyze extracted data, this study
used, the previously published iClearCyte algorithm [QC+: more than one GROUP7 cell (DI ≥
2.3) or the combined GROUP5 and GROUP6 is ≥ 1.7% of the total cell count] to compare the
performance of both Systems.204

3.4.2
3.4.2.1

Building the new models using only morphometric variables
Identifying matched case-control population

Chi-square test (or Fisher’s exact test when necessary) was performed for proportion comparison
to identify differences in sex, history of tobacco usage, and lesion anatomical site between
control and abnormal samples. The Wilcoxon ranked-sum test was performed to compare the
median age between control and abnormal samples. The same analyses were used to compared
between the matched and unmatched abnormals; the controls and abnormals for the Training and
Test sets were also assessed for the presence of potential selection bias. All analyses were
performed using the software R (v.4.1.1) packages.
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3.4.2.2

Constructing RF models

To define the QC score [QC+ (QC abnormal) or QC- (QC normal)], a RF classification model
was constructed by using the QC features and by defining the controls as GROUP3 cells from
normal, trauma, infection, and inflammation samples and abnormals as GROUPs 5, 6, and 7
from D3, CIS, and SCC samples. The groups were defined using ClearCyte’s cell classification
criteria (See Section 1.9.3). The model was first constructed using the cells from the Training
set. To address the imbalance between the total number of control (N = 167,431 cells) and
abnormal (N = 5445 cells) groups, the control group was randomly selected until the dataset for
control and abnormal group counts were equal. The goal was to ensure that the classification
algorithm would not be skewed towards the majority.230 Furthermore, the RF model was
optimized for the number of trees grown to improve the efficiency of the processing time while
still preserving the model’s performance. Once the algorithm was created using the balanced
dataset, the classification algorithm derived from the equalized set of GROUP3 and GROUPs 5,
6, and 7 was applied to the remaining cells within the Training set.

3.4.2.3

Constructing RF models at the cell level

A RF model calculates the probability of an outcome by counting the proportion of votes for
each decision tree. For instance, if three out of four decision trees favour the presence of a
control cell, then the probability that a cell will be control is 75% (or 25% that a cell will be
abnormal). There are two methods of determining a cell’s class: Calculating the optimal
probability that a cell will be abnormal or using majority voting (> 50% probability) to identify
abnormal cells. The optimal probability that classified abnormal cells was calculated using the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, and the probability that maximized the sum of
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sensitivity and specificity-related performance in cell classification – or in other words,
minimized the sum of false positive and false negative that result from cell misclassifications –
was used as the cut-off to classify the cell’s class into control and abnormal.231 In the context of
determining a cell’s class, both false positives and false negatives are equally undesirable
because the finalized QC model will determine a patient’s risk profile based on the calculated
proportion of abnormally classified cells.231

3.4.2.4

Constructing RF models at the patient/sample level

Moving forward from building a cell-level model to a patient-level model, the proportion of
abnormal cells that identified an abnormal diagnosis was calculated using either the optimal
probability or the majority vote as cut-offs that classified an abnormal cell. A ROC was
calculated to determine the cut-off for the proportion of abnormal cells required to identify an
abnormal diagnosis with 100% sensitivity or 100% specificity depending on the clinical desires,
i.e., screening (Aim 2) or decision-to-treatment management decision (Aim 3.2), respectively.
The cut-off with the best performance, determined by either the optimal probability or majority
vote from the Training set, was applied to the Test set to evaluate its screening performance.

3.4.3

Decision-to-treatment analysis

One of the main contributing factors to the onset of clinical dilemmas within the context of OPLs
is deciding if early intervention can be justified in the face of treatment-related morbidities. This
begins through the assessment of specificity – or in other words, whether tested individuals truly
are “disease-free”. Therefore, as opposed to a screening test’s clinical desires for best detection
of potentially at high-risk OPLs, a decision-to-treatment test desires for the minimization of
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treatment-related morbidity to ensure that the benefits of early intervention are not overshadowed
by unnecessary topical treatment.

3.4.3.1

QC statistical analysis

As the first step to identify the best model with the highest specificity to use, section 3.4.2.3 and
3.4.2.4 were repeated but with the intention of finding the highest specificity model. Fisher’s
exact test was performed for proportion comparison between clinically persistent, resolved, and
control (no treatment, no progression) lesions.

3.4.3.2

LOH statistical analysis

Chi-square test (or Fisher’s exact test when necessary) was performed for proportion comparison
to identify differences in treatment outcomes (clinically persistent vs. resolved) in age, sex
(female vs. male), or history of tobacco smoking (never vs. ever-smokers) and in clinical lesional
variables, including anatomical site (low- vs. moderate to high-risk), lesional size, homogeneity
(homogenous vs. non-homogenous), diagnosis (D1/D2 vs. D3/CIS), and the type of treatment
(topical PDT vs. cryotherapy). As previously published by our group, MR was stratified into
three groups: low-risk or MR1, no LOH in both 9p and 3p; intermediate-risk or MR2, 9p and/or
3p LOH but no 17p LOH; and high-risk or MR3, 9p and/or 3p LOH with additional 17p LOH.186
Fisher’s exact test was performed for proportion comparison between clinically persistent and
resolved lesions before and after topical treatment to identify differences in MR (MR1 vs.
MR2+3 and MR1+2 vs. MR3), MR status (MR1 vs. MR2 vs. MR3), and LOH (no LOH vs.
LOH).
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
4.1

Aim 1: Performance Of the MoticEasyScan System

A total of 169 samples (102 controls and 67 abnormals) were used in Aim 1 to explore the
performance of MoticEasyScan System. Table 4.1 showed demographic and clinical information
of the sample used in Aim 1.

Table 4.1. Demographic and clinical variables
Sample Demographics and Clinical Variables
Total
(n = 169)

Variables, n (%)
Age, yrs, (Mean±SD)

56.0±13.3
Sex
Female
Male

54 (32)
115 (68)

Low-risk
Moderate-risk
High-risk

47 (28)
11 (6)
111 (66)

Never
Ever

43 (25)
126 (75)

Control
Abnormal

102 (60)
67 (40)

Anatomical Site*

History of Tobacco Smoking

Diagnosis**

*Low-risk – Gingiva and buccal mucosa; Moderate-risk – Soft palate;
High-risk – Floor of mouth and tongue;
**Control – Normal, inflammation, trauma, infection;
Abnormal – Severe dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, squamous cell carcinoma.
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The median cell counts for samples scanned on MoticEasyScan and ClearCyte are 2760±2965
and 1422±2099, respectively. Using the published iClearCyte algorithm to determine controls
and abnormals, the MoticEasyScan System showed comparable results with the same sensitivity
(97%) and slightly lower specificity (90%) (Table 4.2). Since there is no available software and
hardware support for the ClearCyte System, these results suggest MoticEasyScan System can
potentially serve as an alternative solution. We will be using the results from the MoticEasyScan
System for Aims 2 and 3 analyses.

Table 4.2. Performance comparison of digital whole-slide scanners, MoticEasyScan and
ClearCyte
MoticEasyScan

ClearCyte
Abnormal
n (%)
65 (97)
2 (3)
67 (40)

Control
n (%)
10 (10)
92 (90)
102 (60)

Abnormal
n (%)
65 (97)
2 (3)
67 (40)

Control
n (%)
8 (8)
94 (92)
102 (60)

QC
QC
QC+
QC+
QCQCTotal
Total
Sensitivity
Sensitivity
97%
97%
Specificity
Specificity
90%
92%
Control – Normal, inflammation, trauma, infection;
Abnormal – Severe dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, squamous cell carcinoma.
Abbreviations: QC+, Quantitative cytology abnormal; QC-, Quantitative cytology normal.
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4.2

Identification Of Problems In iClearCyte System

During the previous study204, which was heavily reliant upon the staining intensity to determine
the DNA index, 2 issues that would potentially impact the QC results were identified: presence
of staining batch variations and majority cell-based normalization. The following sections will
address these 2 issues in details.

4.2.1

Presence of staining batch variation

The presence of inter- and intra-batch staining variations are exemplified in Figure 4.1 and
Figure 4.2, whereby staining variations were seen in samples stained from different staining
dates (Figure 4.1) and within a single staining batch/date (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1. Boxplot of GROUP3 median DNA amount of samples stained at different time
points.
The Boxplot shows the variation of the collective median GROUP3 DNA amount at various
staining dates.
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Figure 4.2. Boxplot of GROUP3 DNA amount of control samples (normal, no clinically
visible lesions on one example date)
Each barcode representing one case. The Boxplot demonstrates the staining variation within a
single staining batch.

4.2.2

Normalization

In both ClearCyte and MoticEasyScan Systems, normalization is a step that treats the staining
intensity of the majority of the cells as “normal” and uses its mean DNA amount as the DI of a
diploid cell to adjust the DI of each other cells. The original idea is to adjust the staining
variations. This assumption to treat the majority of the cells from control samples as “normal” or
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diploid cells is reasonable since most of the cells in control samples are diploid; however, when
the majority of cells are abnormal, i.e., not diploid, this assumption will not stand. In the clinic,
we use the targeted lesional brushing technique, which collects only the lesional cells. For
abnormal samples, the majority of the cells collected are abnormal (See examples in Fig. 4.3).
For those high DNA amount samples, the described normalization step would shift all the
adjusted DI of cells to the left, i.e., treating abnormal as normal DNA amount (Fig. 4.3 B & C).
In addition, perhaps with different underlying mechanisms, abnormal cells could present with
low calculated DNA amount (Fig.4.3 A), in which case the adjusted DI of cells would shift to the
right. As these observations are concerning, we propose to use morphometric features only to
develop a new model to avoid the impact from staining intensities.
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Figure 4.3. Histogram of DNA amount
The distribution of GROUP3 cells in three different OSCC samples stained within a single staining batch (condition) are depicted as
histograms. Example A showed a normal distribution but lighter stained sample with median and mean DNA amounts of 115.01 and
115.09, respectively. Example B showed a flat distribution but reasonable stained sample with median and mean DNA amounts of
138.31 and 138.02, respectively. Example C showed a normal distribution and reasonable stained sample with median and mean DNA
amounts of 145.18 and 144.95, respectively. Abbreviations: SCC – Squamous cell carcinoma.
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4.3
4.3.1

Aim 2: New Model Development Using Morphometric Variables Only
Matched-case control study design

To better compare between the normal and abnormal cells, we identified 105 samples from 195
scanned samples with matched age, sex, smoking habits, and anatomical sites for Aim 2 (Table
4.3). To assess the presence of potential selection bias, a comparison between the matched and
unmatched abnormal samples for age, sex, history of tobacco smoking, and anatomical site risk
was conducted. There were no differences in sex, history of tobacco smoking, and anatomical
site risk, but there was a statistically significant difference in age between the matched abnormal
and unmatched abnormal samples (P < 0.001) (Table 4.4). A comparison between the matched
control and unmatched control is provided in Appendix.
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Table 4.3. Summary of matched-case control samples

Variables, n (%)

Total
(n = 105)

Control*
(n = 37)

Abnormal**
(n = 68)

Age, yrs, (Median±SD)

P****
0.09

59.2±9.9

56.8±10.0

61.1±9.8

Sex

0.75
Female
Male

History of Tobacco Smoking

39 (37)
66 (63)

13 (35)
24 (65)

26 (38)
42 (62)
0.89

Never
36 (34)
13 (35)
23 (34)
Ever
69 (66)
24 (65)
45 (66)
Anatomical Site***
0.12
Low-risk
20 (19)
10 (27)
10 (15)
Moderate- to High-risk
85 (81)
27 (73)
58 (85)
*Control – Normal, inflammation, trauma, infection;
**Abnormal – Severe dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, squamous cell carcinoma;
***Low-risk – Gingiva and buccal mucosa; Moderate to High-risk – Soft palate,
floor of mouth, and tongue.
****Wilcoxon-ranked sum test used for median age comparison; Chi-square test (or Fisher’s
exact test when necessary) was used for proportion comparison of sex, history of tobacco
smoking, and anatomical site.
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Table 4.4. Summary of matched versus unmatched abnormal samples
Total

Variables, n (%)

(N = 93)

Matched
Abnormal*
(n = 68)

Unmatched
Abnormal*
(n = 25)

Age, yrs, (Median±SD)

<0.001
65.0±12.6

61.1±9.8

70.5±17.1

Sex

0.40
Female
Male

38 (41)
55 (59)

26 (38)
42 (62)

12 (48)
13 (52)

History of Tobacco
Smoking

0.05X
Never
Ever

Anatomical Site**

P***

37 (40)
56 (60)

23 (34)
45 (66)

14 (56)
11 (44)
0.35

Low-risk
16 (17)
10 (15)
6 (24)
Moderate77 (83)
58 (85)
19 (76)
to High-risk
*Abnormal – Severe dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, squamous cell carcinoma
**Low-risk – Gingiva and buccal mucosa; Moderate to High-risk – Soft palate, floor of
mouth, and tongue
X

P = 0.053
***Wilcoxon-ranked sum test used for median age comparison; Chi-square test (or Fisher’s
exact test when necessary) was used for proportion comparison of sex, history of tobacco
smoking, and anatomical site.
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4.3.2

Training and Test sets

The samples (n = 105) were randomly divided into a 70:30 ratio for the Training (n = 73) and
Test sets (n = 32), respectively (Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5. Training and Test set
Training Set
Variables, n (%)

Total
(n = 73)

Control*
(n = 29)

Abnormal**
(n = 44)

Age, yrs, (Median±SD)

P

Total
(n = 32)

Control*
(n = 8)

Abnormal**
(n = 24)

0.16
58.3±9.8

Sex

Test Set

56.8±10.1

59.5±9.4

0.46
61.7±10.4

0.22

P****

58.4±9.6

63.9±10.8
0.22

Female
29 (39)
9 (31)
20 (44)
10 (31)
4 (50)
6 (25)
Male
45 (61)
20 (69)
24 (56)
22 (69)
4 (50)
18 (75)
History of Tobacco
0.89
0.70
Smoking
Never
22 (30)
9 (31)
13 (31)
14 (44)
4 (50)
10 (40)
Ever
51 (70)
20 (69)
31 (69)
18 (56)
4 (50)
14 (60)
Anatomical Site***
0.48
0.15
Low-risk
17 (23)
8 (28)
9 (20)
3 (9)
2 (25)
1 (4)
Moderate56 (77)
21 (72)
35 (80)
29 (91)
6 (75)
23 (96)
to High-risk
*Control – Normal, inflammation, trauma, infection
**Abnormal – Severe dysplasia, carcinoma in situ, squamous cell carcinoma
***Low-risk – Gingiva and buccal mucosa; Moderate to High-risk – Soft palate, floor of mouth, and tongue.
****Wilcoxon-ranked sum test used for median age comparison; Chi-square test (or Fisher’s exact test when necessary) was used for
proportion comparison of sex, history of tobacco smoking, and anatomical site.
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4.3.3

Development of a new morphometric model for screening

After the removal of the DNA staining intensity-related features, non-Markovian texture, and 2
Markovian textures (see Table 3.2), the remaining 94 morphometric QC features (RF94) were
used to build the QC model. We have also identified the top 5 (RF5), top 10 (RF10), and top 15
(RF15) morphometric QC features to build different RF models on 73 samples of the Training
set. Using the ROC curve, the optimal proportion of votes that identified an abnormal cell for the
RF94, RF15, RF10, and RF5 models were 65.7%, 65.2%, 67.3%, and 64.7%, respectively
(Figure 4.4); the proportions of abnormal cells that identified abnormal samples with 100%
sensitivity were 2.7%, 2.5%, 2.5%, and 4.0% for the RF94, RF15, RF10, and RF5 models,
respectively (Figure 4.5 A-D). We also examined the use of the majority vote (> 50% proportion
of votes) for abnormal cells of each model, and the proportions of abnormal cells that identified
an abnormal sample with 100% sensitivity were 5.9%, 5.1%, 4.8%, and 5.5%, for the RF94,
RF15, RF10, and RF5 models, respectively (Figure 4.5 E-H). The sensitivity and specificity of
the Training set for the 4 RF models with their respective cutoffs for identifying an abnormal cell
and abnormal sample are summarized below (Table 4.6).
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Table 4.6. Summary of the RF models with their respective cut-offs at the cell and case levels in the Training set
Maximized Sensitivity Performance of RF Cut-Offs
Proportion
Majority
Proportion
Sensitivity Specificity
Abnormal Cells
Proportion
Abnormal
(%)
(%)
(%)
Votes (%)
Cells (%)
2.7
100.0
79.3
50
5.9

RF94

Optimal
Proportion
Votes (%)
65.7

RF15

65.2

2.5

100.0

65.5

50

RF10

67.3

2.5

100.0

62.1

50

Sensitivity Specificity
(%)
(%)
100.0

69.0

5.1

100.0

62.1

4.8

100.0

55.2

64.7
4.0
100.0
24.1
50
5.5
100.0
17.2
RF5
Receiver Operating Characteristic curves used to calculate optimal proportion of votes, proportion of abnormal cells, sensitivity, and
specificity of each model.
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Figure 4.4. Optimal proportion of votes that identified an abnormal cell in various RF models in the Training set using
Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves
A – RF94 model; B – RF15 model; C – RF10 model; D – RF5 model
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Figure 4.5. Proportion of abnormal cells that identified an abnormal sample in the Training set for screening using Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curves
A-D use optimal proportion of votes; E-H use majority votes. A&E: RF94 model; B&F: RF15; C&G: RF10; D&H: RF5.
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In the Training set, using the optimal proportion of votes of 65.7% to identify abnormal cells and
2.7% abnormal cells to identify an abnormal sample, the RF94 model provided 100% sensitivity
and the highest specificity (79.3%) (Figure 4.5 A). Using this model, the Test set showed
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 100.0%, 87.5%, and 96.9%, respectively (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6. Performance of the RF94 model in the Test set
The finalized RF94 model for the Test set shows 100% sensitivity and 96.9% accuracy in
identifying abnormal sample. Proportion of abnormal cells of 2.7% determined using Receiver
Operating Characteristic curves from Training set (Figure 4.5 A).
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4.4
4.4.1

Aim 3.1: LOH Analysis
Patient demographics for Aim 3.1

The study consisted of 28 patients that that had received topical PDT (N = 20) or cryotherapy (N
= 8). The patient demographics and clinical variables are summarized in Table 4.7 and 4.8 (Left
columns, topical PDT; Right columns, cryotherapy). There was no difference of treatment
outcomes (clinically persistent vs. resolved) in age, sex (female vs. male), or history of tobacco
smoking (never vs. ever-smokers) and in clinical lesional variables, including anatomical site
(low- vs. moderate to high-risk), lesional size, homogeneity (homogenous vs. non-homogenous),
diagnosis (D1/D2 vs. D3/CIS), and the type of treatment (topical PDT vs. cryotherapy).
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Table 4.7. Patient demographics and clinical variables for Aim 3.1
All Treated Group
Treatment Outcome
Persistent
Resolved
(N = 12)
(N = 16)

Patient Demographics and Clinical Variables
Total
Variables, N (%)
P**
(N = 28)
Age, yrs
0.08
(Median±SD)
63.9±15.3
55.3±17.8
65.3±11.3
Sex
0.91
Female
16 (57)
7 (58)
9 (56)
Male
12 (43)
5 (42)
7 (44)
History of Tobacco
0.25
Smoking
Never
17 (61)
9 (75)
8 (50)
Ever
11 (39)
3 (25)
8 (50)
Anatomical Site*
0.49
Low-risk
2 (7)
0 (0)
2 (13)
Moderate26 (93)
12 (100)
14 (87)
to High-risk
Size
0.59
(Median mm2±SD)
216.0±358.2 216.0±176.8 223.0±446.5
Homogeneity
1.00
Homogenous
6 (21)
3 (25)
3 (19)
Non22 (79)
9 (75)
13 (81)
homogenous
Diagnosis
0.40
D1/D2
20 (71)
10 (83)
10 (63)
D3/CIS
8 (29)
2 (17)
6 (37)
Treatment
1.00
Cryotherapy
8 (29)
3 (25)
5 (31)
PDT
20 (71)
9 (75)
11 (69)
*Low-risk – Gingiva and buccal mucosa; Moderate-risk – Soft palate; High-risk – Floor of
mouth and tongue
Abbreviations: D1 – Mild dysplasia; D2 – Moderate dysplasia; D3 – Severe dysplasia;
CIS – Carcinoma in situ; PDT – Topical photodynamic therapy
**Wilcoxon-ranked sum test used for median age and size comparison;
Chi-square test (or Fisher’s exact test used when necessary) for proportion comparison.
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Table 4.8. Patient demographics, clinical variables, and outcomes for topical PDT or cryotherapy treatment groups for Aim
3.1

Patient Demographics and Clinical Variables
Total
(N = 20)

Variables, N (%)

PDT
Treatment Outcome
Persistent
Resolved
(N = 9)
(N = 11)

Total
(N = 8)

Cryotherapy
Treatment Outcome
Persistent
Resolved
(N = 3)
(N = 5)

Age, yrs
(Median±SD)
62.4±16.8

52.9±18.6

65.5±12.3

65.8±10.2

71.2±12.5

65.1±10.1

Female
Male

12 (60)
8 (40)

5 (56)
4 (44)

7 (64)
4 (36)

4 (50)
4 (50)

2 (67)
1 (33)

2 (40)
3 (60)

Never
Ever

11 (55)
9 (45)

7 (78)
2 (22)

4 (36)
7 (64)

6 (75)
2 (25)

2 (67)
1 (33)

4 (80)
1 (20)

2 (10)
18 (90)

0 (0)
9 (100)

2 (18)
9 (82)

0 (0)
8 (100)

0 (0)
3 (100)

0 (0)
5 (100)

223.0±404.5

216.0±175.9

230.0±521.0

185.0±100.7

72.0±86.8

216.0±96.8

Homogenous
Non-homogenous

4 (20)
16 (80)

3 (33)
6 (67)

1 (9)
10 (91)

2 (25)
6 (75)

0 (0)
3 (100)

2 (40)
3 (60)

D1/D2
D3/CIS

13 (65)
7 (35)

7 (78)
2 (22)

6 (55)
5 (45)

7 (88)
1 (12)

3 (100)
0 (0)

4 (80)
1 (20)

Sex

History of
Tobacco Smoking

Anatomical Site*
Low-risk
Moderate to High-risk
Size
(Median mm2±SD)
Homogeneity

Diagnosis
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Left Panel summarizes the patient demographics of those that had received topical PDT treatment. Right Panel summarizes the patient
demographics of those that had received topical cryotherapy treatment. *Low-risk – Gingiva and buccal mucosa; Moderate to Highrisk – Soft palate, floor of mouth, and tongue. Abbreviations: D1 – Mild dysplasia; D2 – Moderate dysplasia; D3 – Severe dysplasia;
CIS – Carcinoma in situ; PDT – Topical photodynamic therapy.
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4.4.2

Molecular risk (MR) patterns

When examining the pre-treatment samples for their LOH pattern, we found that the majority of
the samples (82%) showed LOH and surprisingly, there was no difference of MR patterns
between D1/D2 and D3/CIS groups (Table 4.9). The patient’s MR patterns and outcomes of
different treatment groups are summarized in Table 4.10. The only statistically significant
difference observed was in the all-treated group at the post-treatment timepoint (P = 0.01); more
specifically, there was statistically significant difference in proportion of MR1 vs. MR2 (P =
0.02) and MR2 vs. MR3 (P = 0.02) between the clinically persistent and resolved lesions (Table
4.11). Of note, 10 MR3 high-risk lesions were treated and 8 (80%) of them resolved, and the 2
persistent cases have resolved after repeated topical treatment (Figure 4.7A). A summary of the
LOH status is presented in Figure 4.7 as an event calendar chart. Among the assessed patients,
25 (89%) of 28 patients showed no clinical lesion 6 months post treatment (N = 16) or after
repeated topical treatment (N = 9). Two of them resolved after surgery and one remains clinical
stable with a clinically visible but smaller lesion (Figure 4.7).
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Table 4.9. Diagnosis and MR pattern of pre-treatment patients
Molecular Pattern
Total
(N = 28)

Variables, N (%)

All Treated Group
D1/D2
D3/CIS
(N = 20)
(N = 8)

MR1 vs. MR2+3

1.00
MR1
MR2+3

6 (21)
22 (79)

4 (20)
16 (80)

2 (25)
6 (75)

MR1+2 vs. MR3

0.40
MR1+2
MR3

18 (64)
10 (36)

14 (70)
6 (30)

4 (50)
4 (50)

MR Status

0.49
MR1
MR2
MR3

LOH

P*

6 (21)
12 (43)
10 (36)

4 (20)
10 (50)
6 (30)

2 (25)
2 (25)
4 (50)
1.00

no LOH
5 (18)
4 (20)
1 (13)
LOH
23 (82)
16 (80)
7 (87)
Abbreviations: MR1 – No LOH at both 9p and 3p; MR2 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p but no 17p
LOH; MR3 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p LOH and additional 17p LOH; D1 – Mild dysplasia;
D2 – Moderate dysplasia; D3 – Severe dysplasia; CIS – Carcinoma in situ.
*Fisher’s exact test used for proportion comparison.
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Table 4.10. LOH/MR analysis and outcomes of pre- and post-treatment in different treatment groups (all treated)

Molecular Pattern
Total
(N = 28)

Variables, N (%)

All Treated Group
Pre-Treatment
Persistent Resolved
(N = 12) (N = 16)

MR1 vs. MR2+3

Total
(N = 28)

0.35
MR1
MR2+3

6 (21)
22 (79)

4 (33)
8 (67)

2 (13)
14 (87)

MR1+2 vs. MR3
18 (64)
10 (36)

10 (83)
2 (17)

9 (32)
19 (68)

8 (50)
8 (50)

MR Status

2 (17)
10 (83)

7 (44)
9 (56)
0.22

19 (68)
9 (32)

10 (83)
2 (17)

9 (56)
7 (44)

0.15
MR1
MR2
MR3

6 (21)
12 (43)
10 (36)

4 (33)
6 (50)
2 (17)

2 (13)
6 (37)
8 (50)

0.01
9 (32)
10 (36)
9 (32)

0.13

P*
0.22

0.11
MR1+2
MR3

LOH

P*

All Treated Group
Post-Treatment
Persistent Resolved
(N = 12) (N = 16)

2 (17)
8 (66)
2 (17)

7 (44)
2 (12)
7 (44)
0.22

No LOH
5 (18)
4 (33)
1 (6)
9 (32)
2 (17)
7 (44)
LOH
23 (82)
8 (67)
15 (94)
19 (68)
10 (83)
9 (56)
From the left to right columns: LOH/MR status; All Treated Group: Pre-Treatment and Post-Treatment.
Abbreviations: MR1 – No LOH at both 9p and 3p; MR2 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p but no 17p LOH; MR3 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p LOH
and additional 17p LOH.
*Fisher’s exact test used for proportion comparison.
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Table 4.11. MR status of post-treatment patients between clinically persistent and resolved
lesions
All Treated Group
Post-Treatment

Molecular Pattern
Variables, N (%)

Persistent

Resolved

MR1 vs. MR2

0.02
MR1
MR2

2 (20)
8 (80)

7 (78)
2 (22)

MR1 vs. MR3

1.00
MR1
MR3

MR2 vs. MR3

P*

2 (50)
2 (50)

7 (50)
7 (50)
0.02

MR2
8 (80)
2 (22)
MR3
2 (20)
7 (78)
Abbreviations: MR1 – No LOH at both 9p and 3p; MR2 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p but no 17p
LOH; MR3 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p LOH and additional 17p LOH.
*Fisher’s exact test used for proportion comparison.
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Table 4.12. LOH/MR analysis and outcomes of pre- and post-treatment in different treatment groups (topical PDT only)

Molecular Pattern
Total
(N = 20)

Variables, N (%)

PDT
Pre-Treatment
Persistent
Resolved
(N = 9)
(N = 11)

Total
(N = 20)

PDT
Post-Treatment
Persistent
Resolved
(N = 9)
(N = 11)

MR1 vs. MR2+3
MR1
MR2+3

4 (20)
16 (80)

3 (33)
6 (67)

1 (9)
10 (91)

6 (30)
14 (70)

2 (22)
7 (78)

4 (36)
7 (64)

MR1+2
MR3

12 (60)
8 (40)

7 (78)
2 (22)

5 (45)
6 (55)

14 (70)
6 (30)

8 (89)
1 (11)

6 (55)
5 (45)

MR1
MR2
MR3

4 (20)
8 (40)
8 (40)

3 (33)
4 (45)
2 (22)

1 (9)
4 (36)
6 (55)

6 (30)
8 (40)
6 (30)

2 (22)
6 (67)
1 (11)

4 (36)
2 (18)
5 (45)

MR1+2 vs. MR3

MR Status

LOH
No LOH
3 (15)
3 (33)
0 (0)
6 (30)
2 (22)
4 (36)
LOH
17 (85)
6 (67)
11 (100)
14 (70)
7 (78)
7 (64)
From the left to right columns: LOH/MR status; topical PDT: Pre-Treatment and Post-Treatment.
Abbreviations: MR1 – No LOH at both 9p and 3p; MR2 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p but no 17p LOH; MR3 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p LOH
and additional 17p LOH.
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Table 4.13. LOH/MR analysis and outcomes of pre- and post-treatment in different treatment groups (topical cryotherapy
only)

Molecular Pattern
Total
(N = 8)

Variables, N (%)

Cryotherapy
Pre-Treatment
Persistent Resolved
(N = 3)
(N = 5)

Total
(N = 8)

Cryotherapy
Post-Treatment
Persistent
Resolved
(N = 3)
(N = 5)

MR1 vs. MR2+3
MR1
MR2+3

2 (25)
6 (75)

1 (33)
2 (67)

1 (20)
4 (80)

3 (38)
5 (62)

0 (0)
3 (100)

3 (60)
2 (40)

MR1+2
MR3

6 (75)
2 (25)

3 (100)
0 (0)

3 (60)
2 (40)

5 (62)
3 (38)

2 (67)
1 (33)

3 (60)
2 (40)

MR1
MR2
MR3

2 (25)
4 (50)
2 (25)

1 (33)
2 (67)
0 (0)

1 (20)
2 (40)
2 (40)

3 (38)
2 (24)
3 (38)

0 (0)
2 (67)
1 (33)

3 (60)
0 (0)
2 (40)

MR1+2 vs. MR3

MR Status

LOH
No LOH
2 (25)
1 (33)
1 (20)
3 (38)
0 (0)
3 (60)
LOH
6 (75)
2 (67)
4 (80)
5 (62)
3 (100)
2 (40)
From the left to right columns: LOH/MR status; Cryotherapy: Pre-Treatment and Post-Treatment.
Abbreviations: MR1 – No LOH at both 9p and 3p; MR2 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p but no 17p LOH; MR3 – LOH at 9p and/or 3p LOH
and additional 17p LOH.
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Figure 4.7. LOH event calendar chart of topically treated cases
A: Clinically persistent 6 months after a cycle (2-3) of topical treatment (N = 12); B: Clinically resolved after a cycle of topical
treatment (N = 16). Open black circle: brushing sample; Solid black circle: FFPE sample; Blue diamond: Cryotherapy; Black
diamond: Topical photodynamic therapy; Open rectangle in A: Repeated treatment and clinically resolved; Open triangle: Surgery:
Clinically resolved after surgery; *: samples with low DNA either Qubit < 1.0 ng/µL or Nanodrop < 200.0 ng DNA. Solid color
circles: MR (Molecular/LOH) status (Green, MR1- No LOH at both 9p and 3p; Yellow, MR2 - LOH at 9p and/or 3p but no 17p LOH;
Red: MR3 - LOH at 9p and/or 3p LOH and additional 17p LOH).
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4.5

Aim 3.2: QC Analysis

A total of 20 patients (topical PDT, 15; cryotherapy, 5) with pre- and post-treatment brushing
samples and 7 control patients with no treatment that had not progressed were included in the
analysis. Additionally, 1 control patient with no treatment that had progressed was also taken
into consideration. The patient demographics and clinical features are summarized in Table 4.12.
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Table 4.14. Patient demographics, clinical variables, and outcomes for treated and non-treated groups
All Treated Group
Treatment Outcome

Patient Demographics and Clinical Variables
Variables,
N (%)

Non-Treated Group
Progression History
No
Progression
Progression
(N = 7)
(N = 1)

Total

Persistent

Resolved

Total

(N = 20)

(N = 9)

(N = 11)

(N = 8)

61.9±14.4

52.9±14.1

65.5±12.2

43.4±15.1

35.8±15.6

56.3

12 (60)
8 (40)

6 (67)
3 (33)

6 (55)
5 (45)

5 (63)
3 (37)

4 (57)
3 (43)

1 (100)
0 (0)

14 (70)
6 (30)

8 (89)
1 (11)

6 (55)
5 (45)

8 (100)
0 (0)

7 (100)
0 (0)

1 (100)
0 (0)

1 (5)
19 (95)

0 (0)
9 (100)

1 (9)
10 (91)

0 (0)
8 (100)

0 (0)
7 (100)

0 (0)
1 (100)

115.0±85.2

90.0±78.9

252.0

5 (63)
3 (37)

5 (71)
2 (29)

0 (0)
1 (100)

Age, yrs, (Median±SD)
Sex
Female
Male
History of Tobacco Smoking
Never
Ever
Anatomical Site*
Low-risk
Moderate- to High-risk
Size, (Median mm2±SD)

208.0±238.7 200.0±143.5 216.0±289.5
Homogeneity
Homogenous
Non-homogenous

5 (25)
15 (75)

2 (22)
7 (78)

3 (27)
8 (73)

Diagnosis
D1/D2
16 (80)
8 (89)
8 (73)
8 (100)
7 (100)
1 (100)
D3/CIS
4 (20)
1 (11)
3 (27)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
From the left to right columns: Patient Demographics and Clinical Variables, All Treated Group, all cases separated by Treatment
Outcome (Persistent vs. Resolved), Non-Treated Group, all control cases separated by Progression History (No Progression vs.
Progression) during follow-ups. *Low-risk – Gingiva and buccal mucosa; Moderate to High-risk – Soft palate, floor of mouth, and
tongue.
Abbreviations: D1 – Mild dysplasia; D2 – Moderate dysplasia; D3 – Severe dysplasia; CIS – Carcinoma in situ.
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4.5.1

Finalized QC-cutoff for management

When considering a biomarker for treatment decision, one must avoid false positivity, i.e., to
prevent from overtreatment, and this is different from the consideration for screening. When
using the optimal proportion of votes, the proportions of abnormal cells that identified abnormal
samples with 100% specificity were 7.8%, 7.4%, 6.7%, and 15.3% for the RF94, RF15, RF10,
and RF5 models, respectively (Figure 4.8 A-D). When using the majority vote (> 50%
proportion of votes), the proportions of abnormal cells that identified an abnormal sample with
100% specificity were 17.4%, 14.9%, 12.3%, and 23.6% for the RF94, RF15, RF10, and RF5
models, respectively (Figure 4.8 E-H). The sensitivity and specificity of the Training set for the
4 RF models with their respective cutoffs for identifying an abnormal cell and abnormal
diagnosis are summarized below (Table 4.13).
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Table 4.15. Summary of the RF models with their respective cut-offs at cell and sample levels for management
Maximized Specificity Performance of RF Cut-Offs
Proportion
Majority
Proportion
Sensitivity Specificity
Abnormal Cells
Proportion
Abnormal
(%)
(%)
(%)
Votes (%)
Cells (%)
7.8
86.4
100.0
50
17.4

RF94

Optimal
Proportion
Votes (%)
65.7

RF15

65.2

7.4

90.9

100.0

50

RF10

67.3

6.7

90.9

100.0

50

Sensitivity Specificity
(%)
(%)
61.4

100.0

14.9

65.9

100.0

12.3

81.8

100.0

64.7
15.3
56.8
100.0
50
23.6
43.2
100.0
RF5
Receiver Operating Characteristic curves used to calculate optimal proportion of votes, proportion of abnormal cells, sensitivity, and
specificity.
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Figure 4.8. Proportion of abnormal cells that identified an abnormal sample in the Training set for management using
Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves
A-D use optimal proportion of votes; E-H use majority votes. A&E: RF94 model; B&F: RF15; C&G: RF10; D&H: RF5.
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In the Training set, the RF10 model, or mRF10, was chosen as the final model to use for
management because this model provided the best sensitivity and specificity of 90.9% and
100%, respectively, by using the optimal proportion of votes of 67.3% to identify abnormal cells
and 6.7% abnormal cells to identify an abnormal sample (Figure 4.8 C). The Test set achieved a
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 91.7%, 87.5%, and 90.6%, respectively (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9. Performance of the mRF10 model in the Test set
The finalized mRF10 model for the Test set shows 87.5% specificity and 90.6% accuracy in
identifying abnormal sample. Proportion of abnormal cells of 6.7% determined using Receiver
Operating Characteristic curves from Training set (Figure 4.8 C).

4.5.2

Application of mRF10 specificity model to topical treatment patients

The mRF10 model was applied to brushing samples that were collected from study patients as
described earlier. For the overall topical treatment set, there was statistically significant
difference in proportion of QC score (QC- or QC+) between the persistent, resolved, and control
(no treatment, low-grade dysplasia) lesions at the pre-treatment (P = 0.01) and post-treatment (P
= 0.02) timepoints (Table 4.14). More specifically, Fisher’s exact test of pre- and post-treatment
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revealed statistically significant difference in proportion between the clinically resolved vs.
control sets (P = 0.04) at the pre-treatment time point and persistent vs. control sets (P = 0.02) at
the post-treatment time point (Table 4.15). A summary of the QC status is presented in Figure
4.10 & 11 as an event calendar chart.
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Table 4.16. Application of mRF10 model to topical treatment group
QC Score
Variables, N
(%)
QC

Pre-Treatment
Total
Persistent Resolved Control
(N = 27) (N = 9)
(N = 11) (N = 7)

P*

Total
(N = 27)

Post-Treatment
Persistent Resolved Control
(N = 9)
(N = 11) (N = 7)

0.01

QC3 (11)
0 (0)
0 (0)
3 (43)
6 (22)
QC+ 24 (89)
9 (100)
11 (100) 4 (57)
21 (78)
Abbreviations: QC, Quantitative Cytology; QC+, QC abnormal; QC-, QC normal.
*Fisher’s exact test used for proportion comparison.

P*
0.02

0 (0)
9 (100)

2 (17)
9 (83)

4 (57)
3 (43)
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Table 4.17. QC status and treatment outcomes
Pre-Treatment

QC Score
Variables, N
(%)
Persistent vs.
Resolved

QC-

QC+

P*

QC-

QC+

1.00
Persistent
Resolved

0 (0)
0 (0)

9 (45)
11 (55)

Persistent vs.
Control
0 (0)
3 (100)

Persistent
Resolved

9 (69)
4 (31)

0 (0)
2 (100)

9 (50)
9 (50)
0.02

Persistent
Control
0.04

P*
0.48

0.06
Persistent
Control

Resolved vs.
Control

Post-Treatment

0 (0)
4 (100)

9 (75)
3 (25)
0.14

Resolved
0 (0)
11 (73)
Resolved 2 (33) 9 (75)
Control
3 (100)
4 (27)
Control
4 (67) 3 (25)
Further inspection of the QC status within all pre- and post-treatment set (please refer to Table
4.14 Left & Right Panels).
Abbreviations: QC, Quantitative Cytology; QC+, QC abnormal; QC-, QC normal.
*Fisher’s exact test used for proportion comparison.
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Figure 4.10. QC event calendar chart of topically treated cases
A – Clinically persistent 6 months after a cycle of topical treatment (2~3) (N = 9); B – Clinically resolved after a cycle of topical
treatment (N = 11). In this small subset of 20 patients, 55% (11/20) of lesions were clinically resolved and 45% (9/20) of lesions were
clinically persistent post-treatment. Among the 9 persistent patients, 1 (5122) underwent surgical excision, and 8 clinically resolved
after repeated topical treatment.
Abbreviations: QC+, Quantitative cytology abnormal; QC-, Quantitative cytology normal.
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Figure 4.11. QC event chart of control group
A – No treatment, Non-progressor; B – No treatment, Progressor. In this small subset of 8 control patients with no treatment, 88%
(7/8) of lesions did not undergo progression and 12% (1/8) of lesions did undergo progression.
Abbreviations: QC+, Quantitative cytology abnormal; QC-, Quantitative cytology normal.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
5.1

Utility Of MoticEasyScan System

Automation in imaging technology has become a robust clinical tool in analyzing subtle changes
of diseases. However, with the end in production and service of the only Health-Canada
approved digital whole slide scanning system, ClearCyte, the promise of applying this
technology in clinical settings has been halted. One of the crucial significances of this study is
that it demonstrates the promise of an alternative to ClearCyte. This thesis has shown similar
performance between MoticEasyScan and ClearCyte. Therefore, it justified the use of the digital
whole-slide scanner MoticEasyScan for future usage.

5.2

Batch Staining Variation

We have also identified the problems of staining intensity-based algorithm, like those used in
ClearCyte. Our study demonstrated that QC algorithms solely based on photometric features,
such as measuring the staining intensity, can be problematic due to existing intra- and inter-batch
staining variations: an inherent variability of staining intensities. One would expect that the
staining intensity of GROUP3 cells from healthy individuals would be consistent within a single
staining batch (condition). However, as shown in Section 4.2.1, it is clearly present with intrabatch staining variations. With the inherited staining variations in the technique, this thesis
identified the need to develop a morphometric QC algorithm to avoid the impact from staining
variations.
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5.3

Normalization Issue

The second problem identified of both ClearCyte and MoticEasyScan is the assumption of using
the mean of the majority of the identified cells as the normal DNA amount, i.e., diploid, to
normalize all cells collected for one sample. In theory, normalization can be attributed with high
confidence if the mean DNA amount is calculated from a normal distribution. Yet, we have
demonstrated that this is not always the case (see Figure 4.3 B). The issue is further complicated
by the fact that these brushing samples are collected through so-called, “targeted” brushings of
the lesion, in which the “majority” population may not be representative of a diploid population,
especially for those abnormal cases with high-grade pathology, like severe dysplasia, CIS, or
SCC (see Figure 4.3). Therefore, if the majority population already represents an abnormal cell
population, it may subsequently underrepresent the number of abnormal cells since a larger DNA
amount would be used as the reference point to normalize the remaining cells. Again, the cells
may not show a normal distribution (See example in Figure 4.3B). With the presence of the
inter- and intra-batch staining variation and normalization issues of the previously intensitybased algorithms, this thesis developed a new QC algorithm using morphometric features only to
avoid the staining variation and to remove the normalization step.

5.4

Development Of New QC Algorithms For Screening

In contrast to the iClearCyte algorithm, which solely relied upon the photometric (DNA
intensity-related) features, the new QC algorithm excludes the reliance upon photometric
features that are prone to staining batch variations as well as removes the normalization step. A
RF classification modeling was selected over other classifiers, such as linear discriminant
modeling, to discriminate between a normal and abnormal cell because RF models have superior
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performance in classifying objects into different groups.232, 233 Such superiority is attributed to
the fact that a prediction is made based on the aggregate results of an incredibly diverse
ensemble of decision tree-based models – all of which have individually been created using
random subsets of the available variables.234 RF classification models are highly flexible in
accommodating and interpreting all types of data, including nonlinearities.234 Reflecting the
unique method employed by RF classification models, this classifier outshines other classifiers in
three distinct categories: stability of predictive capability, or in other words, little variation when
the training data is changed;233 data fitting, which ensures the RF algorithm is representative of
generally presented data and thereby, minimizes chance of overfitting;233 and finally, compared
to other classifiers, RF classification models have the capacity to reduce the total number of
variables being assessed while still retaining much of its original accuracy.233

A total of 4 RF models, RF94, RF15, RF10, and RF5, using all 94 morphometric features, top 15
morphometric features, top 10 morphometric features, and top 5 morphometric features
identified respectively, were investigated for screening performance. In all RF models, the
calculated optimal proportion of votes to identify abnormality at the cell level outperformed the
traditionally used majority vote (> 50%) method. In the context of delineating a cell’s class
(control vs. abnormal), a ROC curve is used to calculate all the possible changes in sensitivity
and specificity and can calculate the optimal proportion of votes that can best separate cells into
control or abnormal groups with the least false positive and false negative cell classifications.235
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the use of an optimal proportion of votes when
identifying abnormality at the sample-level would perform better, compared to the arbitrary 50%
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majority vote. Accordingly, the majority vote method consistently required greater proportion of
abnormal cells to define an abnormal diagnosis at case level.

This study also assessed the performance of RF models upon reducing the number of variables
selected for the classification model. A reduction in the variables by its contribution can have
advantages, such as optimizing the time required for analysis, reducing the chance of overfitting,
or even as a means to quickly ensure that the selected variables are not missing from the
dataset.236-238 For instance, if too many variables are included in the training process, the extent
of the RF classification model’s usefulness would consequently be limited because the model
would be highly tailored to accommodate the features of the training dataset.236 In addition, the
consequences of missing variables in a dataset could result in biased interpretation of results by
the RF classification model.238 It is important to note, however, that there is a fine balance
between variable reduction and performance. In fact, the consideration of too little variables will
make the RF classification model completely obsolete.233

The observed trend when maximized for sensitivity was an overall decrease in specificity as the
number of morphometric features were reduced. Therefore, the RF94 model was chosen as the
final QC model for screening purposes. Compared to the previously developed iClearCyte
algorithm, which had sensitivity and specificity of 100% and 86.7%, respectively, the RF94
model demonstrated slightly better performance with a sensitivity and specificity of 100% and
87.5%, respectively.204 While the difference in performance is currently minute, perhaps the
greatest and most promising difference between the iClearCyte algorithm and the proposed RF94
model is that the RF94 model has the potential to be further enhanced through its machine103

learning processes. The spotlight must be directed to the fact that our finalized RF94 model
accounts for and appreciates a more wholistic analysis of the nucleus; conversely, the iClearCyte
algorithm’s growth potential is relatively stagnant because it solely relies upon photometric
features, which may be hindered by the presence of intra-batch staining variation.

In summary, the new QC algorithms for oral cancer screening promises a robust, non-invasive
method that can objectively and quickly interpret results without the costly and subjective step of
a cytopathologist’s review. Coupled with the fact that samples can be preserved and transported
at room temperature, this easy adjunct tool can empower clinicians or health providers in remote
communities, which lack experienced clinicians, to perform brushings and triage patients that are
in need; at the same time, the QC algorithms can also provide service to patients by reducing
unnecessary travel time, financial cost, and fears of uncertainty; and can also reduce societal
burden through early identification of high-risk OPLs.

5.5

LOH May Not Be a Predictive Or Prognostic Biomarker For Topical Treatment

In this pilot study, we examined the potential usage of LOH at 3p, 9p, and 17p as a predictive
biomarker for topical treatment of OPLs. LOH at these loci have been used to predict risk of
progression and recurrence;156, 239 however, the only significant difference that were identified
was at the post-treatment timepoint between the clinically persistent and resolved lesions,
whereby a higher proportion of MR1 (N = 7) than MR2 (N = 2) was observed in the clinically
resolved lesions. Unexpectedly, we have also observed a higher proportion of MR3 status (N =
7) than MR2 (N = 2) in the clinically resolved group. One possible explanation is that most posttreatment samples for LOH assessment were from brushing samples (see Figure 4.7 B). While
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the quality of DNA of brushing samples may be better than that of the FFPE samples, the
quantity may be lower because brushing samples rely upon the collection of exfoliated cells.
This might impact the PCR efficiency and consequently, LOH detection. For a better study
design, a post-treatment biopsy may be warranted over the use of brushings to better understand
the prognostic value of LOH for topical treatment.

Lesions with MR3 – LOH at 3p and/or 9p and 17p – has shown to be at high-risk to progress and
early intervention is suggested.186 We found all 10 MR3 lesions were successfully resolved by
use of topical treatment with 8 of them resolved after one cycle of 2-3 treatments. Such findings
encourage the clinical utility of topical treatment over invasive surgical excision, which often
results in sacrifices to daily function.186

5.6

Management Using QC As Predictive or Prognostic Biomarker For Topical

Treatment
The rationale for choosing high specificity over high sensitivity in management is to reduce the
false positivity and to avoid over-treatment. All treated samples, including those with low-grade
dysplasia, showed positive QC score, meaning that these lesions are at high-risk or equivalent to
high-grade precancer or SCC since the mRF10 used severe dysplasia, CIS, and SCC to build the
definition of abnormality. Interestingly, among post-treatment samples, all persistent lesions
showed QC+ and the majority (9 out of 11) clinically resolved lesions showed QC+. One
explanation is that mRF10 model, using high-grade pathology, may not be a useful tool as a
predictive marker for topical treatment. Another explanation is that QC altered cells may need
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longer time to resolve completely. More samples with longer follow-up time may help to
determine its usefulness.

5.7

Study Limitations

This study presents with multiple limitations. First, the study has inherited selection bias of being
all retrospective study and only samples that had enough cells for both MoticEasyScan and
ClearCyte used in Aim 1, had matched controls in Aim 2, and paired pre- and post-topical
treatment samples in Aim 3 were analyzed. Coupled with the small sample size of the pilot study
in Aim 3, this limits the generalizability of the study results. Secondly, due to the availability of
pre- and post-treatment samples, the LOH results can be from either FFPE or brushing samples,
and the transferability of LOH results between FFPE and brushing samples is yet to be
established. Furthermore, as targeted brushing is often difficult, especially for ulcerated lesions,
the amount of DNA extracted from brushing samples may present with inadequate or low
amounts of DNA. A better study design with comparative re-biopsy at follow-up even if there is
no clinically visible lesion may improve the LOH assessment. However, this invasive procedure
may not be clinically acceptable. Lastly, the current cell segmentation algorithms used in the
MoticEasyScan System, just like the ClearCyte System, remain to require an extensive amount
of time to manually review the scanned objects. Further refinement of the software is a work in
progress. To account for such limitation, the scanned objects that deviated from the normal
population were thoroughly inspected several times by the student through both visual inspection
and utilizing software-assisted outlines of the scanned object and final checked by an
experienced cytotechnician. Overall, the case number is small for this pilot study, and this may
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impact the power of the study to detect differences between the clinically persistent and resolved
lesion
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The intent of the presented performance of RF94 model was to provide a proof of concept that
QC features without the reliance upon photometric variables may serve as a robust oral cancer
screening tool. However, to ensure that the performance of the algorithm is not overestimated,
there is a need to validate the results in a larger-sized and independent sample set. Before this,
the lack of matched control samples for a matched case-control study design must first be
addressed. In this study, we noticed an imbalance in age and history of tobacco smoking between
the control and abnormal samples, whereby the control samples that are currently available are
significantly younger and lack a representative population of non-smokers when compared to the
clinically abnormal patients/samples. Therefore, there is a need to collect samples from patients
who are of older age, have never smoked, and have clinically normal or reactive oral lesions to
increase our matched case-control study design.

In addition, it is possible that low-grade dysplasia may behave like high-grade dysplasia or
cancerous lesions but morphologically may still be different from its high-grade counterpart. The
ability to distinguish those that will progress and become cancer from those that will not is
highly desirable and at the forefront of screening goals. Current RF models were trained with the
consideration of D3, CIS, and SCC; however, majority of patients (71%, 20/28) in treatment
group were mild to moderate dysplasia. To improve its effectiveness in treatment prediction, a
new RF model using progressing and non-progressing low-grade dysplasia may be a better
predictive marker in this setting. I have been prospectively processing mild to moderate
dysplasia samples (n = 102) from 102 patients, and these will be used for this purpose.
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Another consideration is the possible necessity to tailor the cut-offs (optimal proportion of votes
that identify abnormal cells and proportion of abnormal cells that identify an abnormal case) to
the specific needs of a particular demographic or population, if having enough sample size. For
instance, African Americans have been suggested to have greater susceptibility to oral cancer
than whites, as exemplified in a case-control study that observed amongst heavy alcohol
consumers (≥ 30 drinks/week), African Americans exhibited 16.8-fold increased risk of
developing oral cancer compared to African American who did not drink;240 in stark contrast,
whites exhibited 8.8-fold increased risk compared to whites who did not drink.240 This observed
difference in oral cancer susceptibility – perhaps through underlying biological mechanisms –
may therefore require adjustment of QC cut-offs to reflect a population’s general risk for oral
malignancy. Such regard for specific demographic populations may also extend to the topic of
recurrence for the subset of OSCC patients that had undergone surgical and/or radiation
treatment.

The high recurrence rate of oral cancer post-treatment is a major concern, for over a third of all
treated oral cancer may recur.241 For those cancerous lesions post-treatment, the treated sites
have often altered, especially for those that have undergone radiation therapy.242 In fact, postradiation oral mucositis, alongside the characteristic mucosal atrophy, also encompasses a
diverse range of reactive changes, such as inflammation and infections from viruses, yeast, and
bacteria.242 Furthermore, radiation therapy may also render the salivary glands dysfunctional,
thereby inducing a constant state of dry mouth that further damages the oral mucosa.242 Invasive
repeated biopsies may be required but can be harmful to already damaged surface. As such, a
robust RF model with different cut-offs may be clinically useful to help to identify early
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recurrence. This is also another direction for future study that can be investigated when
considering QC applications.

Finally, with the advent of a new era of artificial intelligence (AI), software algorithms have the
potential to be “self-taught” to read, decipher, and ultimately evolve from analyzing high
volumes of data. While in comparison to the true potential of AI-based algorithms, current QCbased algorithms are admittedly still in its primitive phase. However, it is worthwhile to mention
that future relevance of AI-based algorithms will be a cultivation of current time and efforts
invested because once nuclear images have been attained and analyzed, they may be repeatedly
used as training material in subsequent attempts at AI-based algorithmic development endeavors.

Early detection is imperative in the current battle against oral cancer. At the same time, it is now
more important than ever to begin asking questions of how treatment management should be
guided, especially since there is an appalling lack of predictive biomarkers, to ensure that the
eventual success of early detection is greeted with the means of objectively triaging and treating
the OPLs. This study successfully demonstrated a proof of concept that machine learning
algorithms may overcome the previously discovered limitations of solely relying upon DNA
staining intensity-related QC features. In addition, through the investigation of LOH and QC as
potential predictive biomarkers, we demonstrate that topical treatment is effective
in treating those at high-risk of progressing to OSCC and may serve to replace surgical excision
for these at-risk early lesions.
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Appendix: Summary of matched-case control samples
Total

Variables, n (%)

(n = 102)

Matched
Control*
(n = 37)

Unmatched
Control*
(n = 65)

Age, yrs, (Median±SD)

<0.0001
52.6±11.3

56.8±10.0

49.1±10.4

Sex

0.09
Female
Male

26 (25)
76 (75)

13 (35)
24 (65)

13 (20)
52 (80)

History of Tobacco
Smoking

<0.01
Never
Ever

Anatomical Site**

P***

19 (19)
83 (81)

13 (35)
24 (65)

6 (9)
59 (91)
0.19

Low-risk
36 (35)
10 (27)
26 (40)
Moderate66 (65)
27 (73)
39 (60)
to High-risk
*Control – Normal, inflammation, trauma, infection;
**Low-risk – Gingiva and buccal mucosa; Moderate to High-risk – Soft palate, floor of
mouth, and tongue.
***Wilcoxon-ranked sum test used for median age and size comparison; Chi-square test used
for proportion comparison.
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